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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, September 25, 1915.
Sint: There is in the United States an increasing interest in pen-

sions for teachers. In several cities and States some form of pension
system has been adopted. Public opinion on this subject is, however,
by no means unanimous. Many doubt the wisdom or justice of
extending to one class of public servants a consideration and help
withheld from another class. Others doubt the justic& or economic
wisdom of all pensions except for the unfortunate and helpless who
would, without this form of help, be left to suffer in poverty or to
bereme an unjust burden for relatives and friends. There is also
doubt as to the justice of rewarding the few at the expense of the
many, as must be the case when pensions are granted to those who
have taught for a given number of years or who have reached a speci-
fied age, °and are withheld from those who cease to teach before they
have taught for the number of years given or have reached the ago
specified. All agree that those who have served their country faith-
fully and well, devoting to society, state, and humanity talents and
energy which elsewhere might have brought them wealth, should not
in their old age bo allowed to suffer. It is also desirable that good
teachers should be retained in the schools as long as possible, but there
is doubt as to whether this can be brought about more certainly by a,
promise of a pension under conditions for them uncertain or by paying
more adequately for services as they are rendered. Certainly there
should be some easy way taretire those who have lived out their 'use-
fulness and to relieve the schools from the too common practice of
pensioning them not only with funds paid in the form of salaries for
services they can no longer render, but also with the time and oppor-
tunity of the children and the welfare of society and state.

In a matter about which there is so much uncertainty, any jnforma-
tion based on actual experience can only be helpful. The accompany-
ing manuscript gives a very complete and satisfactory account of the
history and present status of teachers' pensions in Great Britain. I
therefore recommend that it be published as a bulletin of the Bureau
of Education.

Respectfully submitted.
P. I': CLAXTON,

Commissioner.
- Thp SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.



PREFACE.

The study here presented is one section, expanded and adapted,
of a general study of teachers' pensions and pension systems in the
leading educational countries of the world, with evaluations, which
the writer is making with hopes completion in reasonable season.
The facts that the document cl- materials relating to teachers'
pension systems in Great Britain are published in the English lan-
guage and that these systems are especially unique and.suggestive in
certain important respects have led among other considerations to
the early completion of this portion of the study and to its adaptation
for immediate publication. The aim has been to present first of all
in some detail the bare facts of development, organization, and scope,
and secondly to analyze and evaluate in the light of modern principles
of administration, economics, politics, and social science the chief of
those facts, except such as may safely be left to speak for themselves.
This second object has been pursued with Special reference to condi-
tions in the United States.

The writer's obligations to others are many. First of all, acknowl-
edgments are due the various members of the staff of the Bryson
Library, Teachers College, Columbia University, where much of the
writing was done, for their invaluable assistance in gaining ready
access to important materials needed in the prosecution of the
research.. Also sincere appreciation must be expressed for the con-
stant and willing efforts of those in charge of other libraries at
Columbia University and of the Nevi York Public Library to place
their resources at the writer's disposal. Moreover, the study in its
present form would have been impossible without the unfailing
cooperation through correspondence of the English Board of Educa-
tion, the Scotch Education Department, the London County Council,
and other public agencies connected with British education. Finally,
especial pleasure is taken in expressing obligations to Dr. David
Snedden, now State commissioner of education for Massaohusetts,
and to Dr. George D. Strayer; professor of educational administration,
Teachers College, Columbia University, for suggestions and encourage-
ment while the study was in the making.

R. W. S.
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TEACHERS' PENSION SYSTEMS IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

Teachers' pensions and pension systems are one aspect of a univer-
sally developing movement among civilized peoples for decently dis-
posing of the superannuated and disabled individual and robbing old
age of its economic terrors. They are becoming practically world-
wide. Pensions for public elementary teachers have existed in Ger-
many in some form for two or three centuries end in other European
countries for the better part of a century or more. At the present
time teachers' perision systems are found in various stages of develop-
ment throughout prittically the whole of Euriye and in other coun-
tries widely scattered over the globe. In a number. of countries
pensions are provided for teachers in all grades of schools Pension

albsystems in favor of teachers' widows and orphans are cotmon in
continental Europe.

In the United States teachers' pensions were essentially an unknown
quantity until late in the nineteenth century, but during the past
two decades they have sprung up here and there in nearly all
parts of the country, and at the present time are spreading at a rapid
rate. They began a_ few decades ago through the initiative of
teachers themselves, as features of voluntary cooperative associa-
tions. PhilanthTopic enterprise has played some part, but it has
been conspicuous only in the field of higher education, where it is-at
present practically the sole agency. The allusion here is of couile to
the Carnegie Foundation for tiee Advancement of Teaching, organized
in 1903 Ind 1906, which. maintains a system of liberal pensions for
teachers in approved colleges and universities of the United States
and Canada, and forethe widows of such teachers. Beginning;
however, with the establishment of a pension system for the public-
schoa teachers of New York City in 1894, by action of the State
legislature, the movement in the field of public education rapidly'
came to be based upon State legislative action. The first laws affected
cities only, but a number of the later statutes have been general in
their application. Some of the latter are positive or mandatory,

9



10 TEACHERS' PENSION SYSTEMS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

while others are merely permissive of local action. At the present
time 10 StatesMaryland, Rhode Island, Maine, New Jersey, Vir-
ginia, Wisconsin, New York, California, Massachusetts, and North
Dakotaalready have general pension laws of the mandatory type in
favor of public-school teachers. New Jersey has two different
laws of this kind operating independently. The laws in Maine,
California, Massachusetts, and North Dakota were -enacted in 1913.
The acts in the three States first named in the list of ten and one in
New Jersey are brief and simple, requiring no contributions from
teachers. The other New Jersey law and those in the remaining
States are relatively detailed and complex. All require contribu-
tions from teachers. The New York law does not apply to a number
of local communities, including New York City, that were provid&I
with local teachers' pension syitems by State legislative authority
at the time of its enactment. Arizona has a law, enacted in 1912,
which authorizes the State board of education to retire public - school
teachers on a pension under specified conditions. States having
laws of general application permitting the establishment of local
pension systems by local boards and communities are Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Utah, and Vermont. Similar laws in California and Massa-
chusetts were repealed in 1913.. States having laws permitting the
establishment of local pension systems in certain classes of school
districts or cities are Kansas, Illinois, Oregon, Minnesota, and others!
Cities having special teachers' pension systems by virtue of State
legislative action have become quite numerous. The group includes
New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore, Milwaukee, Detroit, Indian-
apolis, Charleston (S. C.) , Buffalo, Louisville, New Orleans, Omaha, Den-
ver, Rochester, Providence, Terre IJaute, and some others. The most
highly developed teachers' pension system in the United States is
that of New York City, operating under provisions of the city charter.

The purpose of the present study is to present in some detail the
experience of Great Britain In the pensioning of public-school teachers
in the hope not only that this experience may prove of interest to
teachers and others interested in education and social economics in
America, but that it may also be found suggestive and valuable to
thosb in any way concerned in the development of pensions for

. American public-school teachers. In any careful survey of teachers'
pension systems in Great Britain a number of unique features are
encountered that are both interesting and suggestive. Especially
worthy of attention is the manner in which the recent comprehensive
systems, particularly the present one in Scotland, have boon formu-
lated and controlled on the basis of actuarial science and advice. As
a result these systems, especially that of Scotland, may be said to be
standardized in a degred. They are therefore of much suggestive
value for practice elseivhere.



INTRODUCTION. 11

The term "public school " in this study is understood in the Ameri-
can sense. The desire is to present the pension status of teachers in
the schools of Great Britain which coiTespond to the fairly definite
notion of public schools held in the United States, the schools of
the great body of the people. Owing to certain differences between
British and American education and educational terminology and
the consequent danger of confusion, it is needful to define in some
detail the precise scope and content of the term as used throughout
the study.

In present authoritative usage in America the term "public
school" signifies in general the .following four different things in
combination: (1) A school serving the educational needs of the masses
of the people; (2) a school open to all classes and divisions of the
population on equal terms; (3) a school owned and controlled by the
public; and (4) a school providing free education. These four ele-
ments in our conception appear here in the general order of tHeir
development and essentiality. They really represent, roughly speak-
ing, four successive stages in the development of the modern free
public school in the leading countries of the world. In each stage the
essential characteristics of the preceding ones have been retained.
On the whole, education for the children of the masses of the popula-
tion was first provided by schools established and maintained simply
as philanthropic agencies in default of initiative and ability on the
part of the people to provide for the education of their children at
their own expense. In some cases the schools were free; in other cases
fees were charged. Naturally the children of parents ably to pay for
their education could not gain admission to many of these- schools on
the same terms as the children of the poor. Moreover, these "charity
schools" were sometimes closed to children from homes not sub-
scribing to certain religious beliefs. On the whole, schools open to
all classes on equal terms were a second development. In most and
perhaps all countries of educational importance schools for the body
of the common people, maintained and controlled by the public,
developed more or less definitely from philanthropic schools. This
stage of public action was reached early in Germany, Scotland, and
Now England, later in France and the major portion of the United
States, and not until a comparatively recent date in England. A
system of schools under public control was established by law in Scot-
land for the body of the people in 1696. This was the old parish-school
system, closely associated with the State church, which remained in
operation until 1872, when-the present public-school system was matt-.
gurated. In England and Wales all schools for the people wore of the
religious and philanthropic type until the onactmemt of the organic.,
education act of 1870. In Connection with increasing economic pros-
perity, free schools belonging to the public have been a natural out-
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growth from such schools charging fees. Strictly public schools free
to all are, with certain exceptions, a very recent phenomenon in educa-
tional history, and especially is this true with reference to Great
Britain. However, not all free schools for the people in Great Britain
belong to the public. There are in operation many such schools
maintained by nonpublic, very generally religious, agenles, though
they are decreasing in relative numbers. The schools of is clas4 are
survivals from the fairly recent period when strictly public schools did
not exist or could not be provided in adequate numbers.

As ilidicated above, the primary element from the standpoints of
both chronology and value in our conception of the 'public school is
ministration to the educational needs of the masses of the people.
This basic characteristic has been present in all the successive stages
of development of the public school in Great Britain and elsewhere.
Since the line of approach in the present study is historical, it is
expedient to assign a meaning to the twin "public school" which
/will include all its stages of evtlution. The primary characteristic
in question will serve this purpose admirably. Accordingly, for the
general purposes of this study public schools are schools providing
for the education of the masses of the people, and public-school
teachers are teachers in charge of such schools. The same idea on
the side of the school is conveyed by the much less common phrase
" eople's schools." This definition of public schools in terms of
th primary function corresponds fairly- closely as a matter of fact
to English usage throughout the period covered by this study.
Adherence to present American usage would rule out all schools and
teachers lid England and Wales prior to 1870 and many subsequent
to that date really functioning as public schools and teachers for all
practical purposes. It °old also rule out many people's schools
with their teachers Scotland throughout the period considered.
The caution is added, however, that the exigencies of terminology
have occasionally req ired the use of the term public school in
reference only to schools under public control. This usage, however,
is usually quite apparent. -The preceding definition plainly excludes
colleges and universities, distinctively class schools, and private
schools maintained for revenue. This last-named class of schools
has been very numerous in Great Britain.' Normal schools should
probably be excluded also, but the writer has somewhat arbitrarily
considered the normal schools (training college in Great Britain ar
belong to the public-school system or systems, oecause of their close
organic 'connection with the public schools, because they have been
largely of only secondary grade and have drawn most of their students
from the common schools, and because normal-school teachers have

"S. e. g., The Xdoesehmal Systems of areal Britain and Ireland, by Graham Balfour, ad ed., p.



INTRODUCTION. 18

been pensioned under the same provisions as public-school teachers
proper.

The chief group of schools excluded from the public-school system
in Great Britain by our somewhat arbitrary definition is the public
and quasi-public class schools, or secondary schools as they are
called, which largely parallel the public schools proper. Though
some of these schools are under public management, especially in
Scotland, most of them are quasi- public institutions. All, or practi-
cally all, charge tuition fees. Such schools are rare in the United
States, but they are common throughout continental Europe. The
nearest approach to them on the whole in our country is the private
select schools, conducted for revenue, found chiefly in the larger
cities of the East. The plane of cleavage between the people's
schools and these class schools, in Great Britain as elsewhere, is
vertical in the main. Roughly speaking, the two groups form two
parallel systems, as- already suggested. The public schools as above
defined are the schools of the masses and the many, and the secondary
schools tend to be those of the classes and the few. Education of
both elementary and secondary grade in the American sense is pro-
vided in both groups, though the main emphasis is upon the former
in the schools of the many, and upon the latter in the schools of the
few; The basic difference is in the wealth and social rank of the

-parents as manifested in ability to pay tuition fees, rather than in
the ability and advancement of the pupils. This cleavage is less
marked in Great Britain than in France or Germany and is decreasing
somewhat in degree at present, owing mainly to the common practice
of awarding sclailarships in secondary schools to promising youth of
the working classes. There is little indication, however, that it
will disappear.'

,As already stated, education of secondary as well as of elementary
grade is provided in the public-sChool -system of Great Britain.
Schools of secondary grade have been included in Scotland in the
group of public schools for a considerable time, and they are now
comparatively numerous. Such schools have also been in existence
far some time in England and Wales, but there they have. been,com-
paratively few in number. The schools in question consist.chiefly of
the group known in Scotland as higher grade schools and in Eng-
land as higher elementary schools. These are people's high schools,
corresponding to the higher primary schools of France. They pro-
vide advanced courses articulating with the ordinary elementary
schools, as American high schools do. The standard course is three
years in length. Legally and/ administratively, higher grade and
higher elementary schools belong in the same field with the public

I a. The Gavarnnaant of England, by A. Lawmen Lowell, Vol. II, pp 338440, M.
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schools, and their teachers have been pensioned regularly 441
PENSION SYSTEMS GREAT BRITAIN.

under the same regulations as elementary teachers. Without doubt
there ate other schools of secondary grade in Great Britain with a
valid claim to be classed in this connection as public schools, but
they are not numerous and are indistinguishable from the select
schools in available statistics and reports. Moreover, except in
Scotland since 1912, little has been done in the way of pensioning
their teachers.

Pensions for teachers in the secondary or class schools of Great
Britain are not treated in detail in this monograph; first, because
such teachers have always been relatively few in number, and second,
because provisions for pensioning secondary teachers have been rela-
tively meager, except in Scotland since 1912.1 A number of wealthy-
endowed secondary schools have for some time had individual pension
systems of their own, operating under provisions of their respective
schemes of government or charters, most of which were received
under the endowed schools acts for England beginning in 1869 and
the educational endowments act for Scotland of 1882.' Also in a few
cases secondary teachers in schools under public management have
been pensioned by the local authorities. With the exception noted,
however, there has been nothing remotely approaching any general
provision of pensions for secondary teachers.

Although the matter of pensions for university teachers lies entirely
outside the field of a study dealing with pensions for public-school
teachers, yet a brief statement of the barest essentials respecting
pensions for teachers in British universities may well be made. Cer-
tain of the constituent colleges of the ancient universities of Oxford
and Cambrite_provide retiring pensions for members of their respec-
tive instrucTaTisll staffs. No general university pension system has
been established at Oxford. At Cambridge a university pension
fund and a special pension fund arising from a gift to the university,
both of very modest proportions, have been available for a number of
years. In 1912 a thoroughly substantial pension system was adopted
in favor of professors, readers, and officers of the university, to take
effect, however, at the discretion of the university senate only after
certain changes in the university statutes had been secured! The
four Scotch universities all maintain university pension funds of their
own for the purpose a providing for their superannuated teachers'
These funds have been in existence for some time. The distinguished

See p. &S.
s The bash set was 32 and g3 VIM., oh. M.

45 and b Viet., oh. 59.
The information bare presented was courteously supplied .by oorrespoodume, with ample from the

statutes, by the =Malty registries of Orford and Cambridge:
Perilameatery Pagers, 1910, vol. 7$11, pp. 9-10; ea, p. 7; 231, pp. 6, 11; 144 fa. u.



ERTRODUCTION. 15

scienlist, Lord Kelvin, was on the pension roll of the University a
Glasgow for a time prior to his death. All or practically all the modern
municipal and. provincial universities of England have recently
established pension systems in favor of their own teachers.' In .
general these systems are of very small proportions, but they may be
considered real beginnings. This group of institutions comprises the
Universities of London, Liverpool, Manchester, Durham, Birmingham,
Leeds, Bristol, and Sheffield.

lies Esparta from Universities and Untvendty Colleges, ego., 1910, pp. ill, xvi.



CHAPTER II.

PENSIONS UNDER THE COMMITTEES OF COUNCIL ON
EDUCATION.

Pensions for British public-school teacher's were first inaugurated
by the Committee of the Privy Council on Education, which was
established by order in council in 1839 for the purpose of superin-
tending the application of funds voted by Parliament in aid of public
education. By administrative regulations this committee provided
State pensions. for such teachers on a small scale long before they
were established by direct legislative action. The jurisdiction of the
committee covered the whole of Great Britain.

The first action of the Committee of Council on Education relating
to Pensions was taken in 1846 as a means of educational improve-
ment supplementary to the pupil-teacher system, which it intro-
duced at the same time in recognition of the inadequacy of the
prevalent monitorial system. In that year the following adminis-
trative minute was adopted:

[Resolved] That a retiring pension may be granted by the Committee of Council to
any schoolmaster or schoolmistress who shall be rendered incapable by age or infirmity
of continuing to teach a school efficiently.

Provideol that no such pension shall be granted to any schoolmaster or school-
mistress wIto shall not have conducted a normal or elementary school for 15 years,
during 7 at least of which such school shall have been under inspection.

That in all cases of application for pensions a report shall bo required from the
inspector, and from the trustees and managers of the schools, as to the character and
conduct of the applicants, and the manner in which the education of the pupils
under their charge has been carried on.

The amount of the pension shall be determined according to such report, but shall
in no case exceed two-thirds of the average amount of the salary and emoluments
annually received by the applicant during the period that the school has been under
inspection.

A minute of the grant of every such pension, and of the grounds on which it has
been awarded, shall be published in their Lordships' Minutes.'

In 1851 a second administrative minute in the following form was
adopted:

Resolved, That the foregoing minute [of 18413] be declared to have been intended
to facilitate the appointment of compete it successors in the place of meritorious but
incapacitated teachers, whose retnoval might, by such assistance, be effected in a
manner consistent with their claims on the public.

1 Mantes of Q2 0=2E1144* d Comacil'on Zdsokka, 111112, Vat. I. pp 11-12.-
16



UNDER COMMITTEES OF COUNCIL. ON EDUQATION. 17

That in order to define the extent of the charge to be created on the Parliamentary
grant for education, the pensions to be awarded, pursuant to the minute of the 21st
of December, 1846, be as follows:

20 pensions of £30 each
100 pensions of £25 each
150 pensions of £20 each.
Donations or special gratuities

£600
2, 500
3, 000

400

6, 500

That in Order to give precedence to the most deserving cases, all applications for
retiring pensions be collected for comparison, and decided according to their re-
spective merits, not oftener than twice in each year, until the foregoing list be com-
pleted, and thenceforth only as vacancies in it shall occur.

That the pension be liable to be withdrawn on such proof as shall be satisfactory
to their Lordships that the pensioner has been guilty of misconduct, or possesses
sufficient means of livelihood from other sources.'

The need for some effective means of facilitating the retirement
of incapacitated elementary or public-school teachers was quite
definitely felt in great Britain at this, time by the Committees of
Council and others interested in education, and the inadequacy of
the plan embodied in the preceding minutes was clearly recognized.
For a number of years the committee had under its consideration
various pension schemes of a comprehensive sort in an effort to find
a practicable one which would really meet the need cited. Plans of
pension systems supported by the beneficiaries were the only ones
seriously considered. Not only wore the funds at the disposal of
the committee insufficient to permit it to maintain an extensive
pension system, but the development of the civil status of the teacher,
particularly in England and Wales, and. of social, economic, and
educatidnal conditions was yet far from the stage where men are
usually 'able to consider, the maintenance at public expense of a
thorpughgoing pension system for teachers quite compatible with
soi4d public policy. It was realized by the committee that no
scheme of the type considered would be satisfactory unless it involved
compulsory membership and support on the part of all teachers of
the class for which it was designed. Such compulsion was con-
sidered inexpedient under the existing conditions and traditions.
Finally, in 1857 the committee gave up the to formulate a
satisfactory scheme of general application areted to limit its
operations to the very limited pension system established by the
minutes quoted.' Doubtless the chief obstacle to the establishment
of a general penjion system, or local pension systems, for public-
school teachers, et, this time, whether by order of the committee or
by act of Parliament, was the civil status of the teachers. On the

Minutes of the Committee of Council on EduostIon, 1851-62, Vol. I, pp. 25-66.
I Ibid., 1857-4 pp. 3041.

97742° 13=-2



18 TRACHEAS° PENSION SYSTEMS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

whole, they were but quasi-public servants, even in reference to their
respective communities.' Pensions for regular civil servants were
already fairly common,' but public opinion was unprepared to
sanction the pensioning from State or local funds of any workers not
directly in the employ of the public.

Certain principles of policy and rules of procedure for the admin-
istration of the parliamentary grants for public education were
developed at different times which did not appear, at least explicitly,
in the formal minutes of the committee. By means chiefly of official
letters to inspectors and other persons published in the annual reports
of the committee, such partially unformulated regulations -were
nevertheless made public to a considerable extent. Those of most
importance were embodied in the official code adopted in 1860, the
result of a codification of the ininutes and regulations of the com-
mittee then in effect. The regulations thus developed in reference to
pensions and formulated in the newly devised code of minutes and
regulations were not numerous. All noteworthy additions to the
pension minutes quoted above were contained in the following arti-
cles of the code.:

.

164. Pension are granted as a form of aid to schools, in order to facilitate the appoint-
ment of competent successors in the place of meritorious, but incapacitated, teachers.
They are not eleemosynary, nor simply rewards of merit, nor can they be claimed as of
rights

168. Teachers who entered the profession before 1846 are regarded, ceteris paribus,
as having the first claim' 14.4.

171. Pensions are liable to be withdrawn ae often as they appear not to be needed
for their object, aa defined by Article 164.

The night articles of the code relating to pensions contain all the
important provisions of the minutes of 1846 and 1851.

In 1861 a revision of the code of minutes and regulations was
undertaken, and a revised code was adopted the next year. Through
tie revision the policy of paying all State subsidies in aid of elementary
education direct to the managers of school was established. In
pursuance of this policy, not only wore the customary provisions for
grants to teachers in augmentation of salaries absent from the revised
code, but likewise all penAion provisions were suppressed. This
latter action, however, was without prejudice to the validity of
pensions already granted. The abolition in such fashion of the very
modest pension system of the committee was seriously condemned
then and since by many persons. Thedovemment was charged
with breach of faith and the violation of confidence inspired by it in

.18es pp.11-12.
at. 4 and 6 WIIIIsm IV, eb. Si; II sad 12 V24., oh. 14; 10 sad 11 Viot., oh. 10; 11 Viot., oh. 41; nand

11 Viet., eh. /3, mo.1111.
PaeUratiotory Pepe, MO, vol 14,112, p.
Ibid., p. I

eIhld



UNDER COMMITTEES OF COUNCIL ON EDUCATION. 19

a most deserving class of public servants. The offense, however,
was really not flagrant, as indicated by the following excerpt from a
circular letter of instructions from the committee addressed to "Her

'Majesty's Inspectors of Schools" in 1851:
You will not have failed to observe that by the minute of 21 December, 1846, their

Lordships take power, but do not pledge themselves, to grant pensions of this nature. No
such pension can be claimed as a right, under any circumstances whatever; and you
will be care ul to hold this language in all your communications upon the subject.'

The co ttee regularly discouraged the building of large hopes
upon the ension system, not only in their communications, but in
the mina s and orders previously quoted and by a most conservative
polity in awarding pensions. They early announced that the pen-
sions were intended to be granted in the interest of particular schools
in order to facilitate the retirement of incapacitated teachers. They
declared that no pensions would be granted solely in the interest of
teachers.' In 1859 the number of pensioners was only 26.° In
earlier years the number had boon smaller still, very much smaller
for the most part.

In 1870 was passed the education act for England and Wales
which, despite supersedure in. numerous respects by later acts, is
still considered the fundamental educational law for these countries.
While this act was silent regarding pensions for teachers, it con-
tained Other provisions which have some bearing upon later develop-
ments in this direction. Prior to this time, as has been indicated,
public education was in the hands of religious and philanthropic
associations, though partially supported by the State. The act in
question provided,for the establishment of elective school boards in
all parishes and boroughs, or authorized combinations thereof, where
adequate.educational facilities for the masses of the people were not
otherwise provided, or where the electors applied for the establish-
ment of the same. Such boards were required to make provisionlor
adeqUate school accommodations, and to that end were empowered
to establish and maintairt schools at public expense. Their powers
were limited in a general way to the field of elementary education.
Both board schools and voluntary schools, those not under public
controlcrwere to receive'regular State aid, subject to compliance with
the proscribed conditions. In short, the receipt of parliamentary aid
in future was limited to schools classed as public elementary schools.
These were defined to be schools in which the. education given is
principally elementary, with any religious instruction optional, in
which the tuition fees do not exceed ninepence (18 cents) per week,
which are freely open to State inspection, and which satisfy the con-.,

Minutes of the Committee of Council, 1161-611, VIA. I, P. Si.
I Ibid.
'Rep. of the Committee al Comma Oa Ithistioo, 1151-5O, p. =rya.
!nod 14 Yyat., eh. IL
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ditions laid down in the code of the Comatittee of Council for gaining
annual parliamentary grants. Board -schools were required to be
public elementary schools.

A corresponding act _for Scotland' was passed in 1872 and the
existing public-school system of that country was decidedly improved
and strengthened. The act authorized the establishment of the
Glommittee of the Privy Council on Education in Scotland for admin-
istering the distribution there of parliamentary grants for education,
though on the side of personnel the new Scotch committee was vir-
tually identical with the English or old committee until 1885, when
active control in the two was vested in separate Ministers. The law
established a school board in every parish and borough of the realm,
with the obligation 'resting upon each of maintaining an adequate
system of public schools. For this purpose the boards were em-
powered to impose local rates or taxes. Public schools were defined
as schools under the management of school boards. Other schools
efficiently contributing to the secular education of their respective
parishes or boroughs, except those founded after the passage of the
act and not definitely satisfying some special local need, were made
eligible to receive parliamentary grants on the same terms as public
schools. Though the powers of the +school boards were not limited
to theofteld of elementary education, as in England, the code of the
new committee of council for Scotland established under the act
shortly after its enactment provided that "in every school, or de-
partment of a school, inrespect of which grants are made, the
education given must consist chiefly of elementary instruction," 2 and
this provision was continuously retained in the code until recently.

In 1872 there was introduced into the House of Commons a bill
for pensioning teachers which resulted in the appointment of a
select committee of that house to inquire into the feasibility of
granting retiring pensions to certificated elementary teachers "by
a deduction from the parliamentary grant in aid of public elementary
schools, or by any other like means." The committee submitted
an instructive report, ' but was unable to make any positive recom-
mendations. The announcement was made in the report that the
committee had discovered the currency of a belief among many
teachers that the minute of the Committee of Council.of 1846 was
"a promise of pensions to all teachers who fulfilled the conditions
therein laid down" and the conseqeunt currency of certain correlated
expectations in the minds of some teachers.

As a result of these findings and of various petitions received at
Zlifferent times prayingthatthe alleged promises of the early pension

85 sad ae Viet., ch. M.
I Repot the Committee of Council, 117243, P. al.

'1 Parliamentary Papers, 1871, vol. 1k 344
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minutes be fulfilled, the Committees of Council on Education for
England and Scotland, though still denying that any true promise
had ever been made, jointly decided in 1875 to add the following
provisions to their respective codes as am article thereof.' The term
"certificated teacher" in the first article means here and throughout
the study a person, in possession of a teacher's certificate issued by
the appropriate committee as a ratans of aid in standardizing the work
of the people's stligols for the purposes of the parliamentary grants.

A limited number of pensions will be granted, on the following cUbditions to
teachers w o were employed in that capacity when [May 9, 18621 the minutes relating
to pensions ere canceled:

1. Tho..kro d pensioner must
(a) Betece 'Seated teacher in a public elementary school, or training college,

arthe time when the pension is applied for.
(b) Have become incapable, from age or infirmity, of conttilsiing to teach a

school efficiently.
(c) Have been employed continuously, since the 9th of May, 1862, as principal

or assistant teacher In elemenMry'schools, or training colleges.
(d) Be rejominen,dedly Her Majesty's Inspector, and the managers of the schools

nerved in,
(e) Be 60 years of age (if a man), or 55 (if a woman), unless the pension is applied

foron the ground of failure of health.
2. Pensions will be granted to those teachers only who have been, during the

seven years preceding the application on %lei; behalf, in charge of schools under
inspection, and are in need and deserving of such assistance.

3. Applications for apension will be received only from the managers of the school
in which the teacher is serving at the date of retirement.

4. These applications will be collected for decision, on their comparative merits,
twice a year, about Lady Day and Michaelmas.

5. Teachers who entered on the charge of a school4efore 1851 will be regarded,
ceteris paribus, as having the first claim.

.8. 6. The maximum number and value of pensions receivable at one time, in England
and Scotland together, and including the pensions now current, will be as follows:

20 pensions of .C30 each £600
100 pensions of .C25 each 2, 500
150 pensioya of .C20 each 3, 000

270 . 6, 100
Donations or special gr ,tuitit;ti (each year) 400

6.500

7. The pensions will be paid yearly, on certificates proving identity, good behavior,
and continued need.

From these regulations it is clear that the action of the commikteos
was to revive the former pension scheme with various modifications
in the interest only of teachers who were in service at the time it
was abolished. Though the two committees started thus on a com-
mon basis, differences soon began to appear in their pension regula-
tions, especially after 1885, when they became in a ital sense actually,

Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1E7644 pp. 2011-306.
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as well as nominally, distinct. Both committees have regularly
continued to embody their pension regulations in a single article of
their respective codes.' The important changes made in the plan
adopted will be noted in each case.

Until their final abolition in 1906, the regulations of the com-
mittee for England and Wales (Board of Education since 1900)
continued to require continuous service in elementary education since
May 9, 1862, as a general (but not absolute) condition of eligibility
tp,...a pension. Since 1893, however, teachers who were recognized
students in training colleges on May 9, 1862, have not been debarred
on the ground of nonemployment as a teacher at that time.' In
1894 the range of positions in elementary education which a teacher
may have held since 1862, and might be holding at the time of
application, was extended to include those of organizing teacher and
of teacher in a central class for the instruction of pupil teachers.'
The committee for Scotland adhered to the same requirement as a
like general condition of eligibility until 1899, when the date of the
passage of the present fundamental education act for Scotland,
August 6, 1872, was substituted in both places in the regulations for
the date May 9, 1862.4 Owing to the difference in usage of the
word "public" applied to schools, the Scotch committee early intro-
duced the adjective "State-aided" as an alternative into the require-
ment relative to the class of school in which an applicant for a pension
must be employed at the time of application.

The requirements of continuous service in elementary education
in the pension provisions of the'two codes at any given time have
limited the pension benefits, prospective and actual, to a tolerably
specific class of teachers which' must constantly decrease so long as
no changes were made .in these requirements. As a matter of fact,
this condition of continuous service has been instrumental in debar-
ring far more teachers from eligibility than any other provision. '
Indeed, it alone has apparently been a sufficient disqualification in
most cases. It would seem that relatively few teachers satisfying ,

this condition have been debarred by the requirement of being
certificated at the time of application for the pension. Aside from
pupil teachers, about nine-tenths of the teachers in elementary
schools under inspection in England end Wales, and practically all
of those in such schools in Scotland, were certificated in 187.5,6 and
it is safe to say that most of those who were not certificated were

Thla article has regularly appeared aa a Weldon by Itself near the end of each codte The codes are
publtehed annually In pamphlet form. Those for other than recent years may be found'In the annual
tiporte of the o3mndtteea

Ibid., 136-03, pp. 370471. (Art. 130.)
I Md., 11163-01, pp. 300-10L
Rep, at the Committee or Como& (Scotland), 180840, p. 137.

e Up. of the Ocennatttee of Council (Basked sod. Webs), 11171-711, pp. zfr, 115, 24 Rap. ol Committee
at Roma (&stiod) 117441, pp. z1401,
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young teachers who had entered the service after 1882. Moreover, in
- 1875 the great majority of public or elementary schools in Great

Britain were under inspection,' that is -essentially to say, in receipt
of parliamentary grirnts, and it seems quite reasonable to assume
that a considerable proportion of teachers in nninspected schools
who had been in continuous service for 13 years or more had become
certificated. Teachers not employed in elementary schools in 1875

for any other year were of course by that fact permanently dis-
qualified by the terms of the condition demanding continuous

uservice. Some teachers ncertificated in 1875, but able to satisfy
the requirement of continuous service, doubtless obtained certificates
later. Finally, it must be observed that certification in Great
Britain has in general meant certification during the remainder of
the teacher's professional life. From these considerations the above
inference relating to debarment by the requirement of certification
seems well founded. The requirement that during the seven years
preceding application for a pension teachers must have been em-
ployed in schools under inspection also has been no serious obstacle
to the body of teachers meeting the one relative to continuous service.
The small proportion of elementary schools not under inspection in
1875 decreased with the passage of time, warningly to a very small
figure.' The same is true of the requirement that teachers must ,g,
be employed in pubic elementary schools, public or State-aided
stools in Scotland, or in certairf other comparatively few positions
at the time of application, since as a matter of fact these schools
have been practically identical with the class of inspected elementary
schools, with certain others added in Scotland by strict interpretation
of terms. 'this paragraph has not. been complicated by the intro-

* duction of data and points of evidence respecting teachers in training
colleges, because these teachers have always been numerically negli-
gible in comparison with the great body of elementary teachers.
The generalizations must hold, whether they are included or excluded.

In 1878 the committees eliminated the eleemoiynary provisions
of their pension regulations' This does not mean, however, that
eleemosynary considerations in awarding pensions were ever entirely
eliminated by either committee; for the number of pensions and the
amount available for them have always remained definitely limited,
and the provision', "applications will be collected for decision, on
their comparative merits, twice a year," has always been retained
unaltered in both codes.

9

I et. Rep. of Committee of Council (England and Wel(*) pp. vii-vill, x111-xlv, and pp. v-vt, tea.
respectively.

1 Cf. Statistics of Elementary Day Schools, etc., band by Boyd of Education, 1900-1901, p. 6. This
publication appears in Parliamentary Papers, 1902, vol. 78,t (Cd.

Rep. of Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1877-78, p. DS; Esp. of Committee of Council
(Scotland), 1877-7E p. CO.

a
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The specifications relative to the number and aggregate amount
of pensions remained unchanged in both codes till 1884, when the
committees jointly added to the clause of their respective codes
containing these specifications the following qualification: "But
this limit of the number of pensions shall not affect the claims of
teachers who were employed before August, 1851." This action
was doubtless taken because the minute of August, 1851,' fixed the
first limit to the number of pensions, before the establishment of
which all elementary or public-school teachers had fairly reasonable
grounds to hoM for a pension in due time. The English committee,
it should be added, in 1893 extended the terms of this qualification
to include teachers who were recognized students in training colleges
at the time named'

In 1886 the clause containing the specifications of the number and
amount of pensions was again altered, but not identically, in both
codes. In that year this clause in the English code was modified
to provide that " the maximum number of pensions receivable at one
time in England and Wales" should be 232 and the maximum value
£5,580,4 and the corresponding clause in the Scotch code was
changed so as to specify that "the maximum number and value of
pensions receivable at one time in Scotland" should be 38 and £920,
respectively! The maximum number and value of the pensions
receivable in Great Britain at one time thus remained the same as
before, 270 and £6,500. The sizes of the pensions remained £30,
£25, and £20 in both codes. In fact no changes in this respect
were ever made. In 1893 the preceding figures in tiiti English code
were raised to 453 and £10,580, respectively' and in 1894 those in
the Scotch code were increased to 73 and £1,750, respectively.' In
the following year further changes were made in both codes. The
figures in the English code were increased to 516-and £12,005,6 and
the specifications in the Scotch code were changed to re as f flows:'

. The maximum number and value of pensions receivable at one , in Scotland,
will be as follows:

7 pensions of £30 each £210
31 pensions of £25 each 775

45 pensions of £20 each 900

83 1, SA
Donations and special gratuities (each year) 100

1, 9R5

Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1883-84,..p. 147.
Bee Pp. 16-17.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (Ilingland and Wales), 1882-03, pp. 870-371.

'Ibid., 1836-86, p. 147.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (Bo:4'mM, 116 86, pp. 81541.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1802-93, pp. 370-371.

Rep. of the Committee of Council (Scotland), 1693 -94, pp. 90, 91.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wake), 181M-93, p. $69.

'Rep. of the Committee of Council (ilootlaisd), 1894-* pp. u6 -117.
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The Scotch committee has retained the figures unalteired to the
present time. From 1895 to 1900 the figures in the English code were
increased every year. In 1900 the specifications were the following:1

The maximum number and value of pensions receivable at one time, in England
and Wales, Rill be as follows:

66 pensions of £30 each £1, 980
363 pensions of £25 each 9, 075
518 pensions of £20 each 10, 360

947 21, 415
Donations or special gratuities (each year 340

21, 755

After 1900 no changes were made. l'hese last figures remained
intact so long as the pension regulations stood.

Since 1884, when the provision relative to teachers employed be-
fore August, 1851, was introduced, these limitations of number and
amount have affected only those teachers who were not in service
prior to that month. It would seem that all teachers satisfying
properly the conditions imposed by the article on pensions who
were in service prior to the month named have been awarded pen-
sions on application. Atimy rate, since 1884 the number and value
of the pensions in force have regularly been very considerably in
excess of the limiting figures of the codes, as the statistics in the fol-
lowing paragraph indicate. Though the fun number of pensions
permitted by the figures of the codes were in effect at the time, about
200 additional pensions were awarded by the committees under the
provision of 1884 within a year after its adoption.'

The expenditure for code pensions increased with some fegularity
in both, England and Scotland until after the passage of the super-
annuation act of 189.° In 1899 there were in effect in England and
Wales 219 pensions of £30, 668 of £25; and 732 of £20.' The total
annual expenditure for this purpose at that time was thus approxi-
mately £38,000. The total annual expenditure for Scotland at the
same period was in the neighborhood of £5,500.' Since the law of
1898 became operative the amount expended for code pensions in
both England and Scotland has gradually decreased. No new pen-
sions have been awarded in the former country since 1906.° The
distribution, number, and amount of code pensions in effect in Eng-

1E9. of Board of Education, 1899-1900, VoL III, p. 695.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1884-413, p. mix
Bee pp. 33 ff.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1898-0, p. all.
Rep. of the Committee of Council (Scotland), 1808-99, p..36:1; 1899 -1900, p. 406.

' Beep.*
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land and Wales at the end of September, 1911, are shown by the
following table:'

Siva

Number.

Total
amount.

Men. memen. Total.

35 105 L3,150
.C25 .... 158 203 361 9, 025
£70 .... 89 351 440 8, WO

Total . 317 589 906 20,975

At the end of March, 1912, there were in effect in Scotland 24 pen-
sions of £30, 51 of £25, 66 of £20, and 5 smaller pensions. Their
total annual amount was £3,370.'

Shortly after the act of 1898 was passed a clause was introduced
into each code debarring from eligibility to a pension under the code
all teachers who had accepted that act in the manner prescribed
therein' except those proved to be unable to qualify for a pension
under the new regime after such acceptance. As further adjust-
ments to the act, provisions were also introduced into both' codes
requiring that applications for pensions should be' made before the
proposed pensioners attained the age of 65 years, or within a specified
time thereafter, but making it possible for teachers of special fitness
to secure the privilege of continuing their functions for a limited time
after reaching that age.'

Beginning with 1900 the division on pensions of the English code
regularly 'contained a statement to the effect that no applications for
pensions filed later than March 31, 1906, would be considered. In
1906 the pension regulations were dropped from the code altogether.
This action of course did not invalidate pensions already in effect.

See Statistics of Public Education In England and Wales, 1910-1911-1912, Part II, p. 191.
t Rep. of the Committee of Council (Scotland), 1911-12, p. 30.
e See p. 37.

Rep. of Committee of Council (England and Wales), 1898-99, p. 834; Rep. of Board of Education, 1900-
1901, Vol III, p. 178; Rap. of Committee of Council (Scotland), 1898-99, p. 131; 11:4c., 1901-2, p. 216.



CHAPTER III.

PENSIONS BY VOLUNTARY AGENCIES.

There is comparatively little to record in relation to cooperative
activities of British public-school teachers in the provision. of pen-
sions for themselves on their own initiative and respOnsibility. The
only important activities of this nature have been conducted in con-
nection with the National Union of. Teachers, a large organization
primarily of certificated public eleruflary. teachers of England and
Wales, founded in 1870, which concerns itself with forwarding a
variety of teachers' interests. The membership of the union in 1910
was nearly 70,000.1

One feature of this organization has been a fund known as the
Benevolent and Orphan Fund, maintained by voluntary subscriptions
and donations and serving various benevolent purposes. Its assets
in 1912 "were over £,95,000. The membership of the fund has con-
sisted of subscribers and donors, commonly but not necessarily mem-
bers of the union or public-school teachers. One of the important
activities of the fund has been the annual award by vote of tho mem-
bers and their representatives of a limited number of pensions to
destitute and incapacitated teachers who have been regular sub-
scribers during at least five years. Pensions have also been voted
under varying conditions to teachers' widows. In general, pensions
are not awarded to men under 55 years of age nor to women under 50.
The maximum pension at present is £34 per year. The total num-
ber of pensioners in 1912, including teachers' widows, was 249. Of
this number 54 were men. The total amount of the pensions was
£5,826. The amount expended for all benevolent purposes the same
year was £24,122.2

Another organization closely associated with the National.Union of
Teachers which is concerned in a small way with the matter of pensions
is the Teachers' Provident Society, established in 1877. This org
zation is a teachers' friendly society registered under the Frien
Societies Acts. It is apparently the only registered teachers' f dly
society in tlie country. The society has had a continuous, ra , and
prosperous development, especially during the past decade. In 1911
its assets amounted to over £530,000, and the total membership was
more than 28,500. Though always in the minority previously,

'Ana. Rep., National Union of Teachers, 1911, pp. UR.

Sea Ann. Rap.,114nevoluit and Orphan Pend, 1911, pp. alai* Asada, Ranayolaat and Orphan
Fund, 1911, pp. 14-16, 90.
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women members have been in the majority since 1910. Only mem-
bers of the National Union of Teachers, students in training, and
pupil teachers are eligible to membership, except in the special State
section described below. Teachers' pensions have been a relatively
minor feature of the varied work of the society. Certain pension
funds are maintained, however, and opportunity is thereby given
members to purchase pension annuities on favorable terms. In 1911
these funds amounted to nea ly £65,000. The number of pension-
ers was only 40 or 50, though it was increasing. Their annuities
amounted to a total of £1,193. The maximum annuity has been £52.1

In 1912 the Teachers' Provident Society was approved under the
new national insurance law ' by the national insurance commissioners,
and a special "State section" for the accommodation of the uncer-
tificated and other teachers subject to health insurance under the
law' was established. This approval made the society with its
branches an agency in the local administration of the insurance sys-
tem, as described in a later connection.' The State section is kept
as distinct as possible from the remainder of the society, which has
been but little affected by the introduction of the new branch of work.
The financial administration of the latter is separate from that of
the regular organization. The rules of eligibility have been essentially
changed only with respect to the State section. The chief object of
the new departure was to establish close relationships with many pro-
spective members for the old or regular divisions of the society. Suc-
cess in this aim has been achieved in a remarkable degree. Early in
the present year (1913) about 50,000 teachers had already joined the
State section.'

Health insurance under the new insurance act, with which the
Teachers' Provident Society is now concerned, is of various sorts.
Among the benefits provided are certain ones known as disablement
benefits which may be regarded as disability pensions. The act
applies to a very large number of teachers, chiefly those uncertificated.
For special information, however, regarding the provisions of the law
relating to teachers and teachers' pensions the reader is referred to
chapter 6, where the chief of these provisions are presented.

The chief sources of this varied information relative to the Teachers' Provident Society have been
different annual reports and copies of the rules and tables of the society.

I 1 and 2 Geo. V, ch. 55.
I Pp.
Ann. Rep., Teachers' Provident Society, 1911, pp. 6-7; 1912, pp. 3, 6-6



CHAPTER IV.

TENURE OF OFFICE.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the general provision of
pensions for British public-school teachers by positive legislation, it
is expedient to present an account of the stability of the profession in
Great Britain, since this has important bearings upon the matter
of pensions. These bearings are considered in the codcluding chapter.'
The discussion here will be confined to a presentation of the actual
facts regarding the subject named.

The chief single factor in professional stability is the character
of the teacher's tenure of office, and in general it may be said that the
tenure of public-school teachers (and of teachers in *general) in
Great Britain has been relatively uncertain and indefinite, as in the
United States. With the historical exception in Scotland noted
below,' this has certainly been true so far as the role of law has been
concerned. A Vim of 1841, applicable to both England and Scotland,
enacted for the purpose of facilitating the conveyance of sites for
schools for the education of the poor, provided
no Schoolmaster or Schoolmistress to be appointed to any School erected upon Land
conveyed under the Powers of this Act shall be deemed to have acquired an Interest
for Life by virtue of such Appointment, but shall, in default of any specific Engage-
ment, hold his Office at the Discretion of the Trustees of the said School.'

The education act of 1870 for England and Wales directed that
this provision of 1841 should
extend to the case of any school provided by a school board, and of any masteror
mistress of such school, in the same manner as if the school board were the trustees or
managers of the school

under the conditions specified in the act of 1841.'
The act of 1870 also contained the following provision in point.:
A school board may appoint necessary officers, including the teachers requwed

for any school piovided by such board, to hold office during the pleasure of the board,
and may from time to time remove any of such officers.'

Both those provisions of 1870 are still in effect. Nothing was said
in the law about tenure of office in voluntary schools. Tenure in

a

8oe pp. 76 ff.
Bee p. 30.
4 and 5 Viot., oh. SI, no. 17.
Bee p. 19.

* 33 sad S4 Vlet., oh. 7$, No. SS.
Did-, sso.
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such schools depended upon the terns is of the instruments of founda-
tion of the different schools, but these were such as to make it very
largely a matter of free arrangement between teachers and managers.'
From a legal standpoint, tenure has been just about as uncertain in
one class of schools as in the other. The Education Act, 1902,'
introduced some small improvement by abolishing the local school
boards and constituting the county councils, with the councils of the
larger boroughs (incorporated towns and cities) and urban districts
independent, as the local educational authorities throughout England
and Wales, with the control in their hands of the dismissal of teachers
in all public elementary schools, voluntary and provided, in their
respective jurisdictions. This relative ait,galization of authority in
respect to the function in question has tended to shield teachers from
local prejudices and misjudgments and thus to make conditions some-
what more tolerable.

Prior to 1872 the teachers or masters of the parish schools of
Scotland had enjoyed as great security of tenure as any body of
teachers that has existed. Their positions carried the usual common-
law tenure ad vitam aut culpam of public officers in Scotland,' under
which they could be dismissed only fongrave breaches of professional
or general conduct. By statute law they were subject to dismissal
for positive neglect of duty, immorality, cruelty to children, and one
or two other offenses, but as a rule they were shielded by the require-
ment of a formal trial and investigation' They were also shielded
apparently by a general disinclination to enforce the statutory pro-
visions. In any event mere incompetence was not sufficient ground
for dismissal; nor was disability, except that after 1861 it was suffi-
cient for compulsory retirement on a pension.' In general the teacher
who maintained himself in'f air repute before men could retain his
office till death. Whatever virtues it might have had, such security
of position became provocative and protective of abuses, more or less
serious, despite the safeguards provided. Not only was inefficiency
due to incompetence and disability shielded more or less, but ineffi-
ciency due to Willful neglect and indolence was fostered, Partly, at
least, as a reaction against such evils, tenure ad vitam aut culpatn
was abolished by the act of 1872," except with respect to parish
teachers in service at the time. Incompetence and inefficiar& were
added to the grounds upon which such "old" teachers might be

I Bee The Law Relating to Schools and Timbers, by T. A. Organ, pp, 231 ff.
13 EdW. VII, oh. 41

Cl., e. 4., Manual of the Aets Relates to Education In Scoffed, by J. E. °return, New Ed., p. 40, n. 2.
643 Cleo. °Loh. 64, no. 20, 21; 24 sod 26 Viet., ch. 107, ego. 13, 14, 19.
Se pp. 61-52.
Cf. Rep. of Committee of Council on Ilducatle, 1869-62, pp. 166-166; sp. by RE Majartra

Commbalonan on Salmis In Scotland (1807), pp. ALII-mill
'Seep. 20.
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dismissed' The act provided, with reference be) tenure for future
teachers, that,
thca.right and duty to appoint teachers of public schools shall be in the respective
school boards, and every appointment shall be during the pleasure of the school
board'

The legal insecurity of tenure thus introduced was slightly tem-
pered by an act of 1882,' which provided that a certificated teacher
could be dismissed o v on the consent of a majority of the full mem-
bership of the boar and insured a measure of deliberation before
lie act of disrnissa . The Education (Scotland) Act, 1908, opened
to a teacher dismissed under the terms of the act of 1882 the right of
appeal to the Scotch Education Department, which was authorized
after investigation to ask the school board to reconsider its action,
and in aenult of such reconsideration to require the board to pay the
teacher an indemnity not exceeding one year's salary.'

In both England and Scotland teachers appointed to hold office
during the pleasure of the board,'without a term contract, have been
entitled by common law to "reasonable notice" of dismissal, unless
guilty of some grave breach of conduct. In practice three months
has constituted the usual period of reasonable notice for head teachers
and one month for assistant teachers. Term contracts between
teachers and public-school authorities covering a definite period of
time, such as are practically universal in the United States, are
uncommon in Great Britain, if not illegal.

Of courselin the absensp of legal or State regulations it is possible
for security of tenure to be provided for teachers to some extent by
local regulations. So far as the writer has been able to ascertain,
however, 'relatively little has been accomplished in this direction in
Great Britain by local enactment. Certain local education authori-
ties, as the London County Council, have formulated regulations
regarding investigations, hearings, transfers,'and the like designed
to guard teachers against dismissal without sufficient grounds, and
such regulations have undoubtedly improved the conditions of tenure
in some degree, but the authorities retain the right to discharge
teachers upon legal notice without reference to cause. Thus the fol-
lowing occurs in the educational regulations of the London County
Council:

Appointments of hbad teachers are subject to three months' notice for their termina-
tion. The engagements of assistant teachers on supply are terminable without notice.
The appointments of all other teachers in elementary schools who are in receipt of
annual salaries are subject-for their termination to one month's notice on either side.i

36 sad 36 via, el. 62, goo. 00.
'Ibid., me. 66.

16 and 403 Vlot., oh. 111.
8 Edw. VII, oh. 63, mo. 91.

3 Mutes of Prto., Loudest County Council, 1911, Vol. I, Port I, p. 967, Port II, p. aos311.
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Though appointments are classified in London and some other
localities as permanent and temporary, these terms do not have the
same rigid meanings as in France or Germany. A permanently
appointed teacher in London, for example, is apparently simp'y a
regular teacher who can not be dismissed without due notice.
Nearly all London public-school teachers are permanent appointees
in this sense.'

Another important factor in professional stability is the matter of
legal restrictions upon withdrawal from the profession in the form of
provisions of law, civil-service regulations, and the like. In com-
parison with some other countries of Europe these have been of small
importance in Great Britain. British public-school teachers, like
those of America, are perfectly free to change their vocation at almost
any time. They are entirely free at the end of any engagement with
local authorities; and such engagements may generally be terminated
on short notice, the same reasonable notice which school authorities
may be required to give in cases of dismissal. The only important
restraihing influence of a legal nature is the requirement of 'a certain
reasonable amount of service in order to gain eligibility to a pension
on attaining a prescribed age.'

In the absence of legal requirements it is possible of course for
security of tenure and professional stability in general to become
firmly grounded in eustom, but this has not occurred in Great Britain,
as it certainly has not in the United States. Naturally there has been
considerable shifting and change,in the ranks of British public-school
teachers, in and out of the profession and from one position to another.

'With respect to certificated teachers in England and Wales, consider-
able improvement on the side of tenure has gradually been brought
about in recent decades by the National Union of Teliciers through
collective resistance and pressure. Under the existing circumstances,
moreover, the tendency among teachers to voluntarily seek other
fields of usefulness does not seem to be marked.

Cf. Ann. Rep., London County Council, 1911, Vol. 4 (Education), pp. 111, n., Iv, n.
'Boo pp. 85, 0548, 64.



CHAPTER V.

PENSIONS UNDER THE ACT OF 1898.

The obstacles in the way of the establishment of a satisfactory
comprehensive pension system for teachers in the public or people's
schools which were encountered by the committee of Council on Edu-
cation in the sixth decade of the last century' gradually disappeared
in a large nieasure ps the century neared its close. Wealth became
more abundant, the horror of measures involving sociali.tic tendencies
decreased, and the status of the teacher became More and more that
of a real public servant. As we have seen,2 strictly public schools of
elementary grade:cinder the contml of local school boards were intro-
duced into 1.,stigland by the act of 1870, and the act of 1872 greatly
strengthened the time- honored public-school system of Scotland by
the establishment of local school boards throughout that country.
The number of teachers in literally public or hoard schools in England
and Wales increased gradually from zero in 1870 to 52,393 out. of a
total of 113,986 in inspected schookin 1900.3 The number of teachers
in board schools of corresponding grade in Scotland increased from
2,698 out of a total of 3,940 in inspected school; in 1875, to 10;821
out of 1.1 total of 12,363 in inspected schools in 1900.4 Finally, by the
provisions of the act of 1902 the teachers in all voluntary schools in
England and Wales receiving parliamentary grants' became largely
public employees.

With the gradual ti ppearance of the obstailes cited, the matter
of establishing a gent pensidn system for public-school teachers
began to be seriously considered. The consideration of the matter
in the House of Commons in 1872 has already been noted' The
Commissioners on the Elementary Education Acts, England and
Wales, in their final report, issued in 1888, definitely expressed their
approbation of a general superannuation system for elementary
teachers. They suggested a syStem in outline which contained cer-
tain features that were later embodied. in the act of 1898.'' A few
years later a special committee of the nous,. of Commons was.

See p.17.
Pp. 19-20.

Rep. of Board of Education, 1900-1901, Vol. 11,pp. 41.13, 438.
Rep. of Committee of Council on Education In Scotland, 1875-76, p. 106; 1900-1901, pp. 613-413, MS.I, See p. 20.

Parliamentary Papers, 184 voL 35, 10. 5106), pp. SIN14.
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appointed to inquire into the best means of providing forithe super-
annuation of public elementary teachers in. England and Wales.
The committee submitted its report in 1892, in which it presented
and recommended a definitely formulated schemeswhich formed the
basis quite largely of the system finally adopted in 1898.1 .The fol-
lowing paragraph is' an especially important and significant passage
of the report:

The evidence, together with a study of educational conditions, convince your com-
mittee that superannuatioh is necessary for the sake not only of the teachers, but of
the schools. It is proved that after a certain age the teachers lose the vivacity needful
for success, and that unless theycan be superannuated they will be retained in posi-
tions which, despite their best exertions, they can not efficiently fill. The question
thus becomes one of educational policy as well as of benevolence toward a body of
public servants. In this body your committee include both men and women in
voluntary schools and hoard schools. Your committee recognize the undesirability
of granting any further aid from the State, however indirectly, to schools not under
popular control; but as the State demands the same qualifications from all teachers
alike, and as teachers are continually passing over from board schools to voluntary
schools, and vice versa, your committee do not see that they can justly differentiate
between them in the matter of superannuation.' .

A. unanimous resolution by the llouse of Commons the next year
to the effect that in the opinion of the I louse it was desirable that a
national State-aided pension system for teachers in-public elementary
chools Enghtel and Wales should 1w established at an earl' date
as a direct sequel to the report of this committee. Following the

passage of the resolution, the minister of education (vice president of
the Committee of Council on Education), with the concurrence of the
Treasury,. appointed a departmental committee to consider how effect
should be given to it. The plan recommended in the report of 1892
foimed the 'basis of the deliberations of the departmental committee,
which presented its recommendations in 1S94. It is a sufficient
description hero of the scheme proposed by this committee to state
that the provisions of the act of 1898 conformed closely to it. The
proposed scheme, however, did not contemplate pensions for Scottish
teachers, whereas the law of 1898 applied to the whole of Great
Britain.s

These deliberations within governmental circles upon the problem
of a general pension system for public elementary teachers wore
largely a redectim of more or less continuous discussion and agitation
of the matter in educational and other circles among the people.
Much was done in favor of a pension system by teachers through the
medium of their organizations an& It,t educational press.- The issue

awas argued pro and con in the newspapers and the periodical press.

Per this report entIre, see Parliamcmtary Papers, 1882, vol. 12, p. 231.
Ibid., p. Iv.

8Ibid, 180, vol. 78, [o. 781k
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For a number of yeirs prior to 1898 the great majority of ,tea&ers
were quite ready to accept a partially contributory system, and
public sentiment was rapidly m'ystallizing to the same purport. Par-
liamentary action was delayed by,fiscal considerations for some time
after the situation seems to have been reasonably ripe for it. .

The Elementary School Vachers (Superannuation) Act, 1898,'
the instrument through which Parliament for the first time estab-
lished State pensions for teachers. It took effect in 1899. Its essen-
tial provisions for present purposes can be most conveniently pre-
sented by quoting the act itself in somewhat abbreviated form. The
term "Education Department,".as used in the act, meant at the time
of enactment essentially Committee of Council on Education; either
for England or Scotland or both, but in reference to Engird and
Wales it now means the Board of Education, which in 1900 replaced
the English Education Department.' Following is the text of the
law suitably abridged:'

Be it enacted as follows:
1, (I) A teacher certificated after the commencement of this act shall not be recog-

nized by the Education Department aa% a certificated teacher until the depart-
ment are satisfied in the prescribed manner of his physical capacity,.

(2) In the case of a teacherwho becomes a certificated teacher after the comnfence-
'merit of the act, the following provisions shall, subject to mice under this act,
apply:

(a) His certificate shall expire on hia attaining the age Of 65 or if
Education Department: on account of his special fitness, allow his service to
continue for a further limit time, then ore the expiration of that limited
tim

(b) The teacher shall, while serving in recorded service, contribute to the
deferred annuity fund under this act at the rate, if a man, of £3,4 and if a
woman, of £2 f' a year;

(c) On his attaining the age of 65 years, or on any later date at which his certifi-
cate expires. he shall be entitled, out of the deferred annuity fund; to such
annuity for the remainder of his life in respect of his contributions to that
fund as may be fixed by the tables under ttis act, but he shall not bg entitled
to any return of contributions or to any benefits in respect of his contributions
other than that annuity;

(d) On his attaining the age of 65 years, or on any later date at which his certifi-
cate expires,' if he has-contributed to tha deferred annuity fund in accordance
with this act, and his years of recorded service are not less than half the num,
bet of years which have elapsed since he became certificated, the Treastnir
may grant to him, out of moneys provided by Parliament, an annual EutPer-
aftnastion allowance calculated at the rate of 100.0 for each complete year
of recorded oervice.

61 and 62 Viet., ch. 57.
62 and Ca Viet., eh. 33.
The law%appeare in full in Rep. of Committee of Council on Education (Englandand Wake), 18964),

pp. 513-518.
Now E3 12s. Roe p. 39.

II Now E2 Ea. See p. 39.
Now El. Bee p.19.
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(5) "Recordd service" foi the purposes of this act shall be such service in the
capacity of certificated teacher in a public elementary stool, not being an even-
ing school, as is recorded by the Education Department, and -may include such
services is so recorded in the capacity, within the meaning of the Education
Code, either of a teacher in a training colle,e, or of organizing teacher, or of
teacher of a central class for pupil teachers, or in such other capacity in or con-
nected with public elementary schoelts as may be for the time being prescribed,
or in the capacity of a certificated teacher in a certified reformatory or indus-
trial school; but no service after the teacher attains the age of 6,5 years shall be
recorded service for the purpose either of contribution to the deferred annuity
fund, or of determining the amount of any allowance under this act.

2. (1) Whi:re a teacher satisfies the Treasury in the prescribed manner that he
(a) Has served a number of years of recorded service not le.ss than 10 and not

less than half the years which have elapsed since he became certificated; and
(b) Has not at the date of application been for more than the prescribed Alma

unemployed in recorded service; and
(e) Has become permanently incapable, owing to infirmity of mind or body,

of being an efficient teacher in a public elementary school; and
(d) Is not excluded by the prescribed disqualifications;

the Treasury may, subject to the prescribed conditions and to the provisions
of this act, grant to,such teacher out o't moneys provided by Parliament an
annual allowance (in this act callecN' a disablement allowance") not exceed-

. ing
(a) If the teacher is a man, L20 for 10 complete years of recorded service,

with the addition of .C.1' for each complete additional year of recorded
serx ice; and .

(b) If the teacher is a woman, f ro for 10 complete years of recorded service,
with the addition of 13e. 4d.2 fcr each complete additional year of recorded
service; and

(c) In any case, the.total annual sum which the teacher might obtain from
an annuity and superannuation allowance under this act by continuing
to serve until the age of G5 years.

(2) If the grantee of a disablement allowance attains the age of 65 years, any annuity
which would otherwise be payable to the grantee out of the deferred annuity
fund fi1n 41, except where the allowance has ceased by reason of the grantee being
again employed as a teacher in recorded service; be paid to the Treasury and
applied as they direct toward the payment of disablement allowances, and, in
that case, the Treasury shall not award any superannuation allowance to the
grantee.

(3) A disablement allowance shall be reconsidered by the Treasury at intervals
not exceeding three Sears and the rules shall provide for the suspension, cessation,
or reduction of the allowance in whole or in part, if the prescribed conditions
aro not complied withor the prescribed disqualifications apply, and those die-
qualificatioas shall deal with the cases of persons who have caused or increased
their infirmity by their own misconduct or default, or who marry or cease to be
incapable, or become in such a position as not to be in pecuniary need of the
allowance.

8. (1) The contributions under this act from certificated teachers shall be paid to the
Education Department at the prescribed time, and in the prescribed manner
by the teachers or their employers; and the receipt of the Education Department
for the amount-of a contribution paid by the employer of a teacher shall be a
good discharge for the like amount of remuneration otherwise payable to the
teacher.

I Now SI 10a. Elea p. 'Now Sit 9ss p.S9.
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(2) The co *butions so received by the Ed ication Department shall be paid
to th ational Debt Commissioners, and be invested by them so as to form a

, in this act referred to as "the deferred annuity fund."
(3) The National Debt Commissioners shall pay our of the fund to the Treasury

the sums required by the Treasury for the payment of annuities under this act,
but otherwise shall invest the contributions. and all income of the fund for the
time being, in any 'securities in which money held by the commissioners on
account of Savings banks may be invested.

\.(4) Separate subsidiary funds shall be kept in respect of the contributions and
annuities of men and women teachers respectively

(6) At the end of every seven years an actuarial inquiry into and report upon the
amen:land liabilities of the fund shall be made under the direction of the Treasury
and the Education Department, and the report shall he laid before Parliament.

4. (1) The Treasury shall CaliNo tall t., be constructed, showing tha ahnount of
ennuity payable out of the deferred annuity fund to men and women teachers
respectively in respect of the contributions made by them from time to time
under this act, and se framed as to secure the fund atrainst loss.

b. With respect to the application of this act to certificated teachers who became eer- 1
titivated before the comineueement of this act in this act referred to as "existing
teachers- h the following provieiebs 111311 have effect:

(1) The Education Degartment &hall. in the prescribecimanner, give to each existing
teacher the option. within the prescribed time, nut being more than one year
after the commencement of this act, of accepting, in the prescribed manner, this
act. "

(2) If an existing teacher does not se accept this act, it shall not apply to him. If
an existing teacher does s i accept this act, it ghatl apply to him with the following
modifications; that is to say\ (a) The rate of les., upon which the superannuation allowance is calculated

may be augmented in the case of a man by 3d., and in the case of a
woman by 2d.. for each complete year of recorded service serve() before the

. 1.commeneement of this act; . .
.

(e) If the teacher has not at the (late of the acceptance attained the saickage
[65]. he must serve in record service after the commencement of this act,t9d,
and where, during any part the seven years next before the commencement
of this act, he was not in rec wded service, the duration of the recorded service
after the commenceneenj...ef -Ibis act must not be lees than the said part of the
seven years.

(3) Nothing in this section shall authorize the grant of any allowance to any teacher
who at the commencement of this act is in receipt of a pension eut of moneys
provided by Parliament for the. service of education.

S. (1) The Treasury and the Education Departmefrt may make rules for carrying
into effect this act, and shall provide thereby

(a) for permitting certificated teachers to pay contributions to the deferred
annuity fund during any interval not exceeding six months in which they are
not employed in recorded service, and for reckoning the time. in respect of
wbich such contributions are made, as if it were recorded servictr;

(e) for the suspension of all or any part of an allowanceserlieu the grantee is
wholly or partly maintained out of any public money.

(2) All rules made under this section shall be laid, as soon as may be, before both
Houses of Parliament,

7. Any question which arises as to the application of any section of this act to any
person, or as to the amount of any annuity nr allowance under thisact, or as to the

;Now el, flee p. 3
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grant, refusal, suspension, or cessation of any such allowance, shall be referred
to the Treasury, and any question as to the reckoning of any service for any par-
poee of this act shall be referred to the Education Department, and the decision
of the Treasury or Education Department on any question so referred shall be
final.

8. (2) Where the Education Department certify to the Treasury that a recipient of
any superannuation allowance, or disablement allowance under this act, has been
proved to them to have been guilty of any act or conduct which, if he had con-
tinued to serve as a teacher, would have justified them in suspending or canceling
his certificate, the Treasury shall suspend or determine the allowance in whole
or in part.

9. (2) Every assignment of or charge on, and every agreement to assign or charge,
any annuity or allowance to a teacher under this act shall be void.

10. If any person
(a) for the purpose of obtaining for himself or any other person any annuity or,

allowance under this act, personates any person, or makes any false certificate,
false representation, or false statement, or makes use of any false certificate
or document, false representation, or false statement, knowingithe same to be
false, he shall on conviction on indictment be liable to imprisonment, with or
without hard labor, for a term not exceeding two years, and on summary con-
viction be liable to imprisonment, with or without bard labor, for a term not
exceeding three months, or to a fine not exceeding £25.

11. In this act, unless the context otherwise requires
The expression "certificated teacher" means a teacher who is recognized under

the Education Code as a certificated teacher fer public elementary schools;
The expression "certificate" includes any document issued. by the EduCation

Department which recognizes a teacher L9 a certificated teacher;
The expression "prescribed" means prescribed by rules under this act. .

12. In the application of this act to Scotland, the billowing provisions shall have
effect:
(1) The expression "Education Department" means the Scotch Education De-

partment, and the expression "Educa:tion Code" means the Scotch Education
Code.

(2) The expression "public elementary school" means a public or other school
in receipt of annual parliamentary grant.

(6) It shall not be lawful for a school board in Scotland to grant under the powers
conferred by section 61 of the Education ( Scotland) Act, 1872,' a retiring allow-
ance payable out of the school fund to any teacher of a public school under their
management who has accepted this_act in pursuance of the provisions of section
5 hereof, or to whom this act otherwise applies.

13. This act shall not extend to Ireland:
14. This act shall come into operation on the 1st day of April next after the passing

thereof.
15. This act may be cited as the Elementary School Teachers' (Superannuation) Act,

1898. .

This law remained in effect without change until 1912. In that
yeaf, however, it ceased to apply to Scotland on the occasion of the
inauguration in that country of an entirely new State teachers' pen-
sion system,' much' more liberal in its provisions, which is described
in a subsequent chapter. Later in the same. year the original act
was amended so as to provide much morn liberal pensions for teachers

I Etee*p, 52. Bee p. 53.
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in England and Wales also. The emendatory act' fixed the rates of
contribution to the deferred annuity fund at £3 12s. and £2 8s. per
year for men and women respectively, and repealed certain parts of
the original act, omitted in the preceding abridgment, authorizing
the Treasury under certain conditions to vary the rates of contribu-
tion. Also, for teachers attaining the age of 65 years on or after
April 1, 1912, it increased the superannuation allowance from 10s. to
£1 for each complete.year of recorded service, and for teachers
applying for disablement allowances on or after the same date it
increased these allowances in the case of men to £20 for 10 complete
years of recorded service, plus P.1 10s. for each additional year of
such service, and in the case of women, to £15 for 10 complete years
of recorded service, plus £1 for each additional year. The conditions
upon which these allowances must be granted were not changed,
except for the provision in substance that a teacher attaining the age
of 65 on or after April 1, 1912, who had formerly been in receipt o
disablement allowance should be eligible to an annuity and a ,,...-annuation allowance under the regular conditions regard! s qt,
whether the allowance was stopped by reason of reemployment in
recorded service or for some other reason.

The rules authorized by section 6 of the preceding act of 1898 were
formulated without delay for both England and Scotland by the
Treasury in connection with the respective Committees of Council or
Ed4ation Departments. They took effect on the same date with
the law itself. The two sets of rules war , essentially identical.
They were not materially modified jusubstance, either uniformly or
divergingly, after taking ,effect. These rules have been statutory
orders. As midi they have the same validity as the law i self, so

-long as they stand. It is thus needful to presen t,..-their chief provi-
sions. This following account applies alike /f.o both sets of rules
unless the contrary is indicated.' / .

For the ptirpose of compliance with th of section 1
(1) of this law the rules in 1911' provided for the pli?,-s al exam. ina-
tion of ;11 applicants for recognition as a certificated teacher at their
own expense by medical officers nominated by the Education Depart-
me A maximum fee of 10s. 6d. was prescribed. Satisfactory evi-
dence ge was also required of every applicant. Existing teachers
in 1899 were given a period of six months by the English rules and
one year by the Scotch rules within which to accept the act after its

t 2 and 3 deo. V, eh. 12.
:The original rules In full appear In Rep. of tommittee of Council (England and Wales), 184849, pp.

1119-529, and Rep. of Chmmittee of Council (Scotland), 1898-99, pp. 217-227. For the rules in full withchanges made, consult the latest Superannuation Pamphlets of the Board of Education and the Soot&
F.dtwatton Department. The Scotch rules, of course, became inoperative In 1912, when the law meadto apply to Scot land.

*As was stated, the provisions of the rules have been practically the same an along. TO year 19111
awl hose bemuse tt was the last one &nine which the Scotch rules was optative.

I
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commencement. The former rules, however, gave the department
authority to honor an acceptance made after six months and within
oue year if in its opinion there was reasonable 'cause for the delay.
Existing teachers who accepted the act were subject to the require-
ment of fUrnishing satisfactory evidence of age.

Important regilatinns regarding contributions to the deferred
annuity fund appeared in the rules in 1911 and earlier. The contri-
butions of teachers in schools receiving State grants were required
to be paid in the form of retents from salaries. The State authorities
were directed to deduct the contributions due from such teachers
from the annual grants paid to the managers of their respective

ools and re transmit to the proper managers the receipt of the
E on Department for each deduction made. Such receipt in
the hands of the managers for the amount of a contribution has been
by the terms of .the law "a good discharge for the like amount of
remuneration otherwise payable to the teacher." Teachers employed
in recorded service outside of schools in receipt of State grants must
pay their contributions directly to the Education Deivirtmht. Such
direct payments were also required to be made annually. If by
failure to make the proper deduction, or by default of direct pay-
ment, a contribution was not paid when due, it must be paid later,
but for the purpose of computing the annuity it was to be treated as
having been paid on the (lay on which it was received. In accord-
ance with section 8 (1) (a) teachers were permitted to pay contribu-
tions for any interval of six months or less between employments in
recorded service. Any such interval for which contributions were
paid was to be reckoned as recorded service.

It was prescribed that every annuity, allowance, or pension must
be applied for. Application must be made to the Treasury through
the Education Iepartment. Every applicant must furnish the data
and information required by the central authorities for passing upon

-his eligibility under the requirements of the law and for determining
the annual sum due. Every applicant for a disablement allowance
must also furnish satisfactory evidence on the points covered by
certain disqualifications prescribed by the rules, but only authorized

. by tlie'Iaw itself.' Those were as follows:

(1) A teacher shall be disqualified 'for the grant of an (disablement) allowance if he
is not in pecuniitry need of it, and shall be disqualified for a grant of part of an allow-
ance If he is not in pecuniary need of that part. c

(2) A teacher shall be disqualified for the grant of an allowance if his infirmityibas
been wholly caused by his own misconduct or default, and, if his infirmity, though
not wholly so ceased, has been increased by his own misconduct or default, shall be
disqualified for the grant of such part of the allowance as the Treasury think fit.

(3) A teacher whqiis a woman and has married since her last employment in recorded
service shall be disqualified for the grant of an allowance.

law a (t) (e) and (d).
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(4) A teacher who has been out of recorded service for one year or longer at the time
of applkation shall be disqualified for the grant of an allowance, save that exceptions
may be permitted by the Treasury on the report of the Education Department in
canes where they are satisfied there has been a sufficient cause for tardiness of appli-
cation.'

Part of the data and evidence demanded of applicants for a dii-
ablement allowance was required to be furnished by means of a
medical examination, intended to determine whether or not the
teacher had become permanently incapacitated through no fault of
his own. Bariing certain reasonable exceptions, every applicant
must submit to such examination at his OWil expense by a medical
officer chosen by the Education Department. The same maximum
fee was prescribed as for the physical examination of a candidate-kor
certification.

For the purposes of the periodical reconsiderations of disablement
allowances by the Treasury, ordered by section 2 (3), each beneficiary
was required to submit at intervals of three years, on pain of losing
his allowance, satisfactory evidence that he was still qualifi 'd to
receive the same. Moreover, any disablement allowance coul( be
suspended, dklermined, or reduced at any time within an int al if
the Treasury became satisfied that any of the qualifications relative
to incapacity, pecuniary need, or celibacy had ceased to apply.

The rules in 1911 and Treasury
upon applications to be communicated to the applicants through the
Education Department. All authorized annuities, allowances, and
pensions were payable in equal installments on the last days of March,
June, September, and December of each year. No payment was to
be made in any ease until any contributions yet clue were fully paid.
Responsibility for the making of payments was placed upon the
Paymaster General, who was authorized to require at any time satis-
factory evidence of the life and identity of a retired teacher before
making any payment,.

It is clearly evident that the benefits of the superannuation act of
1898 have not been freely open to all public-school teachers. They
have been limited at any given time to certificated teachers in virtue
only of employment defined as recorded service. The relative num-
ber of noncertificated teachers, however, has for some time been
large. In 1908, for example, there were employed in the publin
elementary schools of England and Wales, including the few higher
elementary schools that had been established, 64,846 noncertificated
teachers out of a total teaching force of 156,372, exclusive of pupil
teachers.' The corresponding figures for Scotland 1907 were
2,793 and 17,704, respectively.' It 'should be rem ked, however,

This last disqualification is given to substance, not verbatim.
Bee Statistics of Public Education in England and Walers, 19074, Part I, pp. 29, 64, 88, 316, tet; 01.

3 Rip. of Committas of Council (tiootland), 1977-8, p. 642.
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that very many of the noncertificated teachers were on the road to
certification. Not only have certificated teachers in recorded service
bee n..krir traby the act in the exclusive fashion indicated, but, bar-
ring "existing teachers" who failed to accept it, such teachers have
been compulsorily subject to its provisions. There has been t no
escape from the burden of the contributions, though contributors
have good assurance of the corresponding annuity. The sincific
service requirements conditioning the award of disablement and
superannuation allowances have not applied in the case of the annui-
ties. Barring certain ones who have received disablement allowances,
every teacher who has legally contributed to the deferred annuity
fund, however few or scattered the contributions, is entitled under
the law to the annuity fixed by, the tables of the Treasury on the sole
condition that he survives till the age of 65, or till his certificate
expires on a later date. .

It will be observed that the act of 1898 does not require teacheAtn
receipt of a B erannuation allowance to remain out of the service.
So far as th itself or the rules are concerned, they may stay in
the service a' raw both salary and pension. By the terms of the
law ho teacher is eligible to a retiring pension until the date on which
his certificate expires, it is true; but certification is not a prerequisite
in Great Britain for the exercise of the teaching function, as we hay
seen. The framers of the legal regulations seem to have depentiOW
upon the Committees of Council to prevent the development of any
serious abuses from these imlierfections of the regulations. In order
to count for the purposes of the distribution of the parliamentary
grants it has been necessary for teachers of all classes to be "recog-
nized" by the Education Department having jurisdiction.! For this
reason managers have seldom felt they could afford to employ teachers
not recognized. It was probably expected. that the Education
Departments would refuse to recognize a teacher as an uncertificated
teacher whose certificate had expired under the law, since they were ,

4thorized to extend the validity of the certificate of any teacher
able of efficient service beyond the time of automatic expiration.

At any rate, the possibility of serious abuseit'has been met in this
manner. The writer received information in 1910 from both the
Board of Education and the Scotch Education Department to the
effect that teachers drawing superannuation allowances were not
recognized for the purposes of apportioning State aid. The same
attitude has probably been maintained toward teachers in receipt of
an annuity without the superannuation allowance, though obviously
all of the same arguments would not apply in such cases.

.11

I ConsWt the codes tot various yam.
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Within certain limits with a wide range between them, the act
leaves the determination of what constitutes recorded service to the
two Education Departments. Each inaugurated a liberal policy, and
for a considerable time practically all service was recorded in both
countries which could legally be so recognized. Mr. Board of Educa-
tion, however, in 1907 ceased to exercise its permissive powers in
most cases, and decided to limit the recording of service to that ren-
dered as a recognized certificated teacher in public elementary schools
(whichAterm was taken to include certified efficient schools and certi-
fied schools for various classes of defective children) and in certified
reformatory and industrial schools, except with respect to persons
already engaged in recorded. service in other capacities. This action
excluded future teachers employed in the training-of teachers from
the benefits of the superdnnuation system established by the law.
Various considerations arising from changed educational conditions
and org,anizatipn prompted the board to take the step in question.
Among the chief were the increasing difficulties and embarrassments
involved in recording under the law the services of teachers engaged
in the training of pupil teachers in secondary schools.' The policy
of the Scotch Education-Department in recording service followed the
original lines so long as the law remained applicable to Scotland.

In accordance with section '4 (1) of the law the annuity tables
reproduced on the following page 2 were constructed by authority
of the Treasury .on the basis of the experience available- regarding
rates of intdrest and mortality. The total annuity duo a teacher. on
the attainment of eli,ibility is the sum of the small annuities 'pur-
chased in the dill' years by the sepiolite contributions. In
accordance with a. so )section tif the law which was repealed in 1,912,'
the Treasury has 'made several changes in the rates of contribution
to the deferred annuity fund whereby most of dip contributions, and

,hence most of the later annuities, were increased. The annual con -
tributioh required of men in 1911 was .1:3 10s. in both England and
Scotland; that in effect for women the same year in England was
£2 Ss., while in Scotland the rate for women had remained un-
char-r-1.4

Simemnnuntion Pamphlet, issued by hoard of Eduratlen, 1909. pp. 29 30.
t theSe tallie 4 appear in ai l editions of the Superannuation Pamphlet eited by either Eduration Depart-

ment.
Cf. p. 39.

I Superannuation Pamphlet (England and Wiles), 1911, pp. 3, 25; 8upenennuation Pamphlet ( deoUand),
1905, pp. 31-34.

A
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Table of annuities payable quarterly to teachers from the deferred annuity fund after the
attainment of the age of 65 years, or the later expiration of the teacher's certificate, in
return for a contribution of .C3 from a man and Le from a woman at the :peak/zed ages.

Men. Women.

Age nt . Age ntuluh a Amount of which atontrilu- , .contribu-
tion ti tom 14ucontribu-treated al tom ofhavtor

been paid.

Amount
of annu-
ity for a

treated as ront oho-
161% Iftg nun of £2. ,

been paid.

£ a. d.
20 (0211.. 13 s 102i 1... 15 9
21 to 22... 12 9 21 to 22.... 15 4
22 to 21... 11 0 72 I" 23._ 14 II
21 to 24._ 10 10 21 to 24.... 14 6
24 to 25... 9 11 24 to 25.... 14
25 to 26._ 0 0 23 to 26... 13 t
26 to 27... x I 26 to 27.... 12 4
27 to 28... 7 3 77 to 2. 13 ti
24 to 6 5 12
29 to 5 7 2..1 to 10._ 12 3
30 to II... 4 9 30 to II._ II II
al to 12_ 3 II 31 to 49 II 7
32 ...

tn 14...
3 2 7:2 to u
2 5 33 to 14.... fn II

34 to 13... I 8 34 to 15.... 10
35 to 36._

7
0 11 35 to 16.... 10 3
0 3 311 10 7.... 10 036 to :17...

37 to '14... 19 6 r to X.... 9 X
30 to' 19... 10 to to 19. . 9 5
09 to 40... IX 2 39 10 40._ 9 1

40 to 41... 17 6 40 to 41.... 8 10
41 to 42... 10 11 41 to 42.... 8 7
42 to 41... 16 3 41 to 41.... R 4
41 to 44... 15 R 41 10 44 .. 8 0
44 to 45... 15 I 44 M 7 9
45 to 4n... 14 6 45 to 44.... 7 7
46 to 47... 13 11 4., to 47.... 7 4
47 to 48... 13 5 47 to 48.... 7 I
44 to 49... 12 10 48 10 40.... 6 10
49 to 50.. 12 4 49 In 50._ 6 7
50 to 51.. 11 10 50 to .51._ 6 5
51 to 52... II 4 51 to 52.... (i 2
52 to 51_, 10 10 52 to 51.... 6 0
53 to 54... 10 5 Gt load.... 5 9
54 to 55... 9 11 941,5.5 ..... 5 7
85 to 56... 9 6 55 to 56.... 5 4
56 to 57... 9 1 S6 10 57.... 5 2
57 to 54 8 8 57 In 58..., 4 11_
60 to 8 3 58 to 4 9

7 10 59 to 4 750 to CC.,
60 In 61... 7 0 town._ 4 4
61 to 02... 7 2 111 1062.... 4 2

6 9 1;2 to 4 062 to ra.
m to 6 5 6.1 tn64.... 3 10

6 1 114 to M.... 3 764 to 6_5

t That Is, 20 years of age, but nut exceeding 21, etc.

The first septennial actuarial inquiry under section 3 (6) was under-
taken in 1906, and the report of the actuary was issued the next yetti.1
The condition of the. deferred annuity fund with reference to the
future was pronounced unsatisfactory, owing to the fact that the mot,
tality among the teachers contributing was found to be much lower
than had evidently. been expected when the annuity tables were
constructed. It was further discovered that, on the whole, the rates
of mortality for the different ages among the teachers were decidedly
below what the normal rates for human beings taken at random are

The mon appears In Parliamentary Papers, UK vol. 83, IL
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judged to be. From the results of his investigation.,and such other
actuarial experience as was available, the actuary drew up a tentative
table of rates of mortality among men and women teachers of the
class co,inected with the deferred annuity fund. An abridgment of
the table with a change of title follows:

Mortality of teachers of the class connected with the deferred annuity fund.

Age.

Rote (wr 0-313 of
1t1,013111 .

Men. Women.

On the basis of the experience gained regarding mortality among
the teachers and re carding the rate of interest accruing from the
securities in which the accumulations of the fund were invested, the
adoptioif of new annuity tables constructed along the lines indicated
by the following scheme was suggested:

Exact
age.

21

25
30
35
40
45
60
SS

60

Men. Women.

Annu Annuityity
al ace of 111 al3:;,:°f

!Elfe1113,1 ,
Aink3e reel 'Y

pay tornt o $16 !le

of £3.

d.
1 7 3
1 4 4
I 0 11

III 2
15 tt
13 6
11 0
9 0
7 9

payment
of £2.

S. d.
14 7

17 1

II 7
9 10
8 7

7 5
6
5
4 6

In 1911 the Treasury had not yet replaced or modified the original
tables.

The first annuities paid from the deferred annuity fund under the
superannuation act were necessarily very small, whereas the pro-
visions of the law are such that the first disablement and superan-
nuation allowances were of a goodly size. The annuities, however,
have naturally been increasing in size from year to year. Moreover,
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'the number of annuitants and the number of contributors have
steadily increased in England and Wales,' and the same was doubtless
true in Scotland until 1912, when the het ceased toohave effect there.
On March 31, 1912, there were 1;294 Men and 1,142 women annuitants
in England and Wales. The total annual amount of their annuities
was £3,804 and £2,165, respectively. During the year ending on the
'date named a total of £132,199 was contributed to the fund by men
and ktotal of £172,770 by -women in the whole of Great Britain.
The total. amount of the fund on the same (kite was approximately
£3,540,000.2

'rho numbers of superannuation and of disablement allowances in
effect have also increased consistently in England and Wales since the
act became operative,' and no doubt in Scotland' until 1912. On
March 31, 1912, there were 1,339 men and 1,151 women in England
and Walesin receipt of superannuation allowances, the total annual
amounts of which were £47;035 and £31,322, re,pectively. On the
same date 500 men and 1,543 women were drawing disablement
allowances amounting annually to £18,262 and £39,219, respect-
ively.' In Scotland on the same date of the preceding year, 192
men and 73 women were in receipt of superannuation allowances, the
total annual amount. of which was £8,530, and 71 men and 126
women were drawing disablement allowance:4 amounting annually to
£5,644.'

For some time after the act took effect the great majority of the
teachers included in the pension system established were "existing
teachers" who had accepted the act within the prescribed time. The
inducements offered these temters to accept were strong. The chief
was the fact that service prior, to the commeneement of the act vnis
to count as recorded service on the same basis as that rendered sub-
sequently without involving any-contributions to the deferred annuity
fund in respect of it. olingly a large majority of the "existing
teachers"- of the en ire country, 57,905 (26,725 men and 31,180
women) out of it total of 79,075 (30,524 men and 48,551 women),
accepted the act.* The total number of active teachers included in
the pension system throughout Great Britain in 1911 was approxi-
mately 103,827, of whom some 34,660 were men. About 88,273
were employed in England and Wales.7 The entire number of course

'consisted of certificated teachers. It included such teachers in higher

Bee Statistics of Public Education In England and Wales, 1903-4-5, pp. 155,163; 1909-10-11, Part II,
pp. 7, 16.

I Ibid., 1910-11-12, l'art II, pp. 181, 190.
Ibid., 1903-4-6, pp. 154, lb.S; 1909-10-11, Part 11, pp. 6, 7.
Ibid., 1910-11-12, Part 11, pp. 180, 181.
Rep. of Committee of Council, 1911-12, p. 31.
Bee Rep. of Board of Education, 1899-1900, Vol. I, p. 12; Rep. of Committee of Council, 1899-1900, p.24.
These figures were computed, by use of the known amounts of single contributions, from the statistics

of receipts of the deferred annuity fund in Statistics of Public Education in England and Wales; 1909-10-11,
Part U, p. 16.
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elementary schools in England and Wales and higher grade schooli
in Scotland' In 1911 there were only 47 of these people's secondary
school.; in England and Wales recognized by the State department
(Board of Education),2 while in Scotland the number reached a total
of 196.°

The pensions of public-school teachers in Great Britain have been
in no way dependent upon their salaries, save in Scotland since 191?.'.
Nevertheless, it is de.irable to IpPesent a brief account of the salaries
of certificated teachers througliont the country in order that some
comparison may be made between pensions received and the salaries
of the beneficiaries while in service. N.ot only have certificated
teachers made. up the membership of the pension systems on the
whole, but they have also constituted a large. majority of the regular
teaching body. Their salaries in the year 1911 appear in distributed
form in the following table:'

Salaries of certificated teachers in Great Britain in 1911.

Salaries.

England and Wole::. Scotland.

Men. Women.

Total.

Men. Women. Men. Women.

Less than .CSO 3 374 0 24 3 400
.1.:511 to 1:100 4,512 3-.110 349 10.9..7 b. 1St 4;,957£1001114.71.0 15..sit 24, Nis 2.57.) 2, 5S i 18.402 27.191f..150 tut 2;41 7,9'2'. 3,.'3 1, :21 104 9,1411 3,1113£200 to I2Sti :1..0,1 7ut Sou $ 4. 1 4 sot£250 to £.001 1.024 210 2I5 0 1,242 210£.100 to .C.;SO 456 65 144 0 co 1 051::17M to /ALIO. .. 127 I) 89 0 21n 0£4111 to £4511 94 0 55 0 149 01:450torM10 '2 0 1 0 IS 01'.-441 to .C.',50 0 0 7 0 7 0.1:5.So to VOL (1 3 0 4 0£ OM to £6511 0 1' 2 0 2 0

Over 2,000 teachers in Scotland; for the most part among those
receiving the better salaries, were also provided with residences free
of rent.

See pp. 13 -14.
*Statistics of Public Educul km, 1910-11, Part 1Np. 09, 355.
*Retum Showing (I) A list of 1/ay Schools Aided from Parliamentary Grant, etc., (II) Summarized

Statistics of Day Schools in Receipt of Annual Grants, etc., 1910-11, p. 119.
See p.66.

*The data from which the table was made afipear in Statistics of rublic Education in England and
Wales, 1910-11-12, Part 11, pp. 164, 107, 250,153, and Return Showing (1) A List of Day Schools, eta., (II)
Summarised Statistics of Day Schools, etc., 1910-11, p. 101.



CHAPTER VI.
,

DISABLEMENT PENSIONS UNDER THE NATIONAL INSVB-
ANCE ACT OF 1911.

The much-discussed national compulsory insurance law,' enacted
by Parliament in the face of considerable opposition in 1911, came
into operation in July, 1912. It corresponds to similar laws pre-
viously enacted in the German Empire, France, and other countries.
The act provides for compulsory health and unemployment insurance
for some 15,000,000 inhabitants of the United Kingdom employed in
the service of others, to be tnaintiiined by contributions in specified
proportions from the beneficiaries,' their employers, and the State.
The health insurance is also voluntary for perhaps 2,000,000 or more

health insurance by bodies of insurance commissioners appoirrted
others. Provision is made for ie general administration of tie

separately for the fouchief divisions of the United Kingdom, viz,
England,Scotand, Wales, and Ireland. 'The national Board of %We is
made responsible for the general administratiOn of the unemployment
insurance.

Our interest in the new insurance act- comes from the fact that,
. subject to the general limitations prescribed, the 'requirements of
.health insurance apply compulsorily to public-school teachers in

. Great Britain who are not subject to the teachers' pension act of 1898
or to the new superannuation scheme in SeCtland . described in the
following chapter, and voluntarily to other teachers, coupled with:..
the further fact that certain of the benefits derived from the health
insurance may be considered disability pensions. The generat,limi-
tations mentioned restrict the application of the npulsory provi-
sions to persons. whose annual wage or salary does not exceed £160,
unlest *employed in manual labor, and who do not furnish satisfactdry
proof that they are in receipt of an annual income not dependent upon
their personal exertions to tine amount of at least £26 and the appli\
cation of the voluntary provisions to persons whose total annual
income does not exceed £160. Moreover, the provislop for health
Insurance cease to apply when persons reach the age of.711years. . The
teachers to whom the provisions compulsorily apply include practi-
cally all uncertificated teachers and all teachers in.England and Vralak
with salary and other conditions within the specified limits who were"
certificated in 1899, but did not accept the act of 1898. The writer

0 +1 and 2 Geo. Vtfh. 11
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has no means of determining exactly the number of teachers com-
pulsorily subject to health insurance, but it is not very far from
85,000.1 No reliable data of any sort are available concerning the
number who have insured voluntarily.

The normal assessments levied upon thchers and others compul-
sorily subject to health insurance are 4d. and 3d. per week for men
and women, respectively. These amounts are required to be paid
by employers, along with their own contributions of 3d. per week for
each employee, and retained from wages or salary. The contributions
of the State are 2d. and 3d. per week for men and women, respectively.
The contributions for voluntary insurance vary with age according
to a table which the insurance commissioners are directed to prepare.
The benefits to which insured persons are entitled under the prescribed
conditions include amongothers sickness benefits and disablement
benefits. A sickness benefit-is a weekly payment for a' maxifnum
period of six months during incapacity for work on account of disease
or other bodily or mental disability. The normal' weekly rate is 10s.
in the case of men and 7 7 s. in the case of women. A disablement bent,fit
is a pension normally equal to 5s. weekly, beginning on the termination
of a sickness benefit and continuing so long as the incapacity fowork
continues, except that it must cease at the age of 70. A period of
two years of health insurance is a condition of eligibility to a disable-
ment benefit or pension, and consequently no such benefits have yet
been awarded.

Persons may comply with the provisions relative to health insurance
through membership, in a friendly society approved by the insurance
commissioners. Societies so approved have power to make regula-
tions with the consent of the commissioners for local administration
of certain aspects of the insurance, including sickness and disablement
insurance, among its mentlersliip. These rules may cover the matters
of proof of eligibility, distribution of benefits, behavior while in
receipt of same, penalties for violations of regulations, etc. Approved
societies for their own purposes may even substitute other provisions
for those rel ing to sickness and disablement insurance, provided the
insurance commissioners are satisfied the substitute provisions are
fully equivalent in value to the regular ones and give their consent.
The collection of the contributions, from employers is under the con-
trol of theinsuratice commissioners. Each society is a financial unit,
though the funds of all societies are largely administered by the com-
missioners under the law. Persons ,not joining approved societies
are subject to the disadvantage of having benefits interrupted when-
ever the amount standing to their credit in the special State fund
provided-for them is exhausted, though in case of permanent removal

1 Ann. Rep., Teaches' Provident Society, 1911, p. 6.
07742°7-13-:-.4
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from the United Kingdom or in case of death about half the amount
standing to their credit is returnable to them or their proper repre-
sentatives. Nearly all insured persons are members of approved..
societies, As previously noted,' large numbers of teachers have been
joining the new State section of the Teachers' Provident Society,
which is an approved society under the law.

Finally, it should be noticed that when an uncertificated teacher
employed in ti public school }Semmes certificated and subject to the
act of 1898 or the new pension scheme. in Scotland, and thus awes to
be subject to compulsory health insurance, an amount clual to the
value calculated in the prescribed manner of his past contributions
for health insurance since his first employnient in a public school must
be paid from the. appropriate source into the .deferred annuity fund

. of the act of 1$98, or into the new superannuation fund in Scotland'
and regularly placed to his credit there,, provided always,he does not
continue insurance in a voluntary capacity.

I Bee p. 38:



CHAPTER VII.

RATE PENSION SYSTEMS IN SCOTLAND.

role, Scotland has been in advance of England and Wales
the matter of pensioning teachers. There have been certain pen-

sion systems limited to Scotland alone which it has seemed best to
treat in a separate chapter. These, particularly the one lately estab-
liihed, have possessed some more or less unique features.

In 1861, by the agency of the Aarochial and Burgh Schoolmasters
(Scotland) Act,' Parliament established It pension system affecting
teachers of the parish schools of Scotland.' The pension provisions
of this act constituted the first direct legislation on teachers' pensions
in Great Britain. The parish schools mentioned were the public or
people's schools originally established in 1696.' The teachers, prac-
tically all men, were primarily elementary teachers, though some of
them also gave instruction of secondary grade. They constituted in
186) probably only about one-third of the elementary teachers of,,
the country engaged in public schools in the broad sense of the term,
owing to a great multiplicity at that time of denominational, phil-
anthropic, and some other nonparish schools belonging to that class.'

The security of tenure of the parish teachers of Scotland and the
various types of thefficiency fostered by it have been Twe.sented in a
preceding connection.' While it was possible, but not easy, to
remove teachers culpably inefficient, those who weve incompetent
or inefficient through no fault of their own could not he dismissed.
In the face of this situation, the custom of pensioning incapacitated,
and superannuated teachers by mutual agreement developed to an
extent which can not now he definitely determined.° The school
authorities of a parish suffering from the inefficikicy of such a teacher
simply drove bargain with him for the surrender of his office in
consideration of a pension. As a means of relief the law of 1861
established regulations for the compulsory retirement of aged and
infirm masters. The pension system introduced by the law was com-
plementary to these regulations. The authorities, the !writers and
minister, of any parish wore authorized to permit or to require the

124 and 25 Viet., ch. 107.
What might be WNW anoth r system was also established affecting only the Mai lyely few tatohersif

supplementary or "side" schools. but It le quite unimportant for our purposes.
'Bee p.11.
def. Second Rep. by Her Mateety's Commleelonere on Schools tro Scotland. tie01), appendix, p. 111,
s See p. 30.
s ett1lM and a Viet., 66, 107, sea 8, IL

.

r.
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retirement of the parish schoolmaster on the occasion of a judgment
against him of inefficiency due to infirmity or age made in a report
to the authorities on their application by one of the State inspectors
of schools with the concurrence of the presbytery. In case the re-
moval was not occasioned by any fault of the master, the heritora
and minister were required to grant him a pension for life, ranging
at their discretion from two-thirds of his salary at the time of retire-
ment to the full amount of such salary plus a sum equal to the rental
value of the house and garden assigned to him as schoolmaster. The
law also transferred to the school authorities the right to disniiss a
master for neglect of duty (but not for immorality or cruelty),' under
the requirement that such dismissal be made by the same form of
procedure as retirement, and gave them the option in such cases to
grant a.pension of such amount as they might choose. The value
of these very commendabjp provisions of the law was much curtailed
by practical difficulties of execution and a general reluctance in
undertaking to expel a teacher from office. The most valuable effect
seems to have been in facilitating retirements on a pension by mutual
agreement between authorities and teacher, Teachers were naturally
loath to have legal proceedings instituted.'

The act of 1872 ' repealed the law of 1861 in toto, but it conserved
all pension rights which teachers in service at the time had received
under the latter act. It substituted the following simple and purely
permissive provision for the pension regulations repealed:

A school board may permit any teacher of a public school to resign his office upon
the condition of receiving a retiring allowance, and the said board may award and
pay to such teacher out of the school fund such retiring allowance as they shall
think fit.'

This power was withdrawn by the pension law of 1898,5 except
with respect to "existing teachers" who did not accept that act; but
it was expressly revived by the Scotch education act of 1908. School
boards have taken some advantage of this express permission of
1872 to grant retiring allowances, but how extensively the practice
has prevailed the writer is unable to state. No statistics on the
matter are available. For the three years and more extending from
January 1, 1909, to the date when the present superannuation scheme
took effect, the Scotch Edwation Department had authority, by the
terms of the education act of 1908,7 to make annual grants to school
boards, and to the managers pf certain schools not strictly public

I a. p. 30.
Second Itep. by her Itaiesty's Commiss)oners on Schools In Scotland, pp. Lull-mai,

Rep. of the Committee of C.oneoll, 1862-63, pp. 16A-166.
'See p. 20.
46 and 26 Vlet., eh. 62, sec. 61.
6 Boo. 12 (6).

StiW. VII, ob. Is, SW 19 (I).
I SOS. a
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upon whom the act conferred the-same rights of granting retiring
allowances,' in aid of pensions granted by them under the provisions
cited. The grant in respect of any pension could not exceed one-
half the amount thereof. This provision covered retiring allowances
awarded both before and after the commencement of the act. It is
operative now only in respect of retired teachers not included in the
present pension system.

But most important of all, the Scotch education act of 1908 made
provision for the establishment on a scientific basis of a much more
liberal, thoroughgoing, and Ibrogressive pension system for Scottish
teachers than any previously projected in Great Britain.' The Scotch
Education Department was directed to prepare on actuarial advice
as soon as feasible a new superannuation scheme applicable to such
teachers as should be prescribed therein. Certain provisions of the
scheme were proscribed by the law, but all others were left to be
supplied entirely by the department. The department was directed
to publish a tentative draft scheme, to circulate it among school
authorities and others interested throughout the country, to receive
objections to it and proposed amendments for a period of three
months, and finally to consider such objections and amendments as
a basis of further procedure. Following are the essential provisions
of the law for the subsequent adoption of the scheme. They throw
an interesting light upon British legislative methods.

Thereafter it shall be lawful for the department to make and issue a teachers' super-
annuation scheme in accordance with the said draft scheme or a modification thereof:
Providtd, That such scheme shall be forthwith laid before both Houses of Parliament,

. and, if neither House of Parliament within three months, exclusive of any
period of prorogation, after a scheme has been laid before it presents an address praying
the King to withhold his assent from such scheme or any part thereof, it shall be
lawful for the King in Council by Order to approve the same or any part thereof to
which such address does not relate.'

Any scheme approved by Order in Council under thissection shall bo of the
same force as if it were enacted in this act.4

A superannuation scheme prepared in accordance with the require-
ments of the law was di* adopted and put into operation on April
1, 1912, when by the terms of the law' the superannuation act of
1898 ceased to apply to Scotland. The teachers' pension system thus
inaugurated is to a very unusual extent a scientifically framed system,
however far it may be from perfection. It therefore merits careful
study as a suggestive basis for procedure in the United States and else-
where. The scheme was formulated tinder the guidance of two compe-
tent actuaries, who secured and utilized for the purpose a largo mass of
actuarial data relating to Scottish and a relatively few English teachers.

I Sea. 12 (2).
'Ibid., sea la

Sec. 14 (12).
'Sec. 14 (14).

s See. 14 (6).
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Altogether the investigations covered 26,513 cases. While the data
were decidedly inadequate in some respects, the actuaries consider
the scheme adopted to be fairly sound and safe on' the whole. from
an actuarial standpoint. The probability of a need-of modification
in some respects on the basis of future experience is freely admitted,
however.'

The new superannuation scheme' provides for the payme of
pensions to retired Scottish teachers who at the time of corn nee-
ment of the scheme were in receipt of a superannuation or 'sable-
ment allowance under the act of 1898 or of a pension from a school
board or the managers of any school in receipt of grants from the
department. No such pension may exceed the pension, if any,
which would have been payable if retirement-had occurred in terms
of the present scheme. Thus Scottish teachers pensioned under the
act of 1898 were not left without pensions when that. act ceased to
apply to Scotland. In consi.leration of this release of the BritiSh.
treasury from the obligation to pay pensions to retired Scottish
teachers and of its further release from all obligation in connection
with claims to pensions acquired by Scottish teachers in service who
had been contributors under the act of 1898, the Scotch act of 1908
provided that after the launching of the new scheme there should be
paid each year by the Treasury into a now general education fund
established for Scotland by Abe act such sum as the Treasury should
determine. The payment under the provisions stated of a retiring
allowance by the department to a teacher pensioned by a school board
or other body of managers relieves the latter to the extent of such
allowance from responsibility for payment of the pension granted by
them.

Aside from teachers in retirement on a pension, the scheme under
its own provisions applies (1) to all i mg teachers," those in
service, recorded by the department for pens n purposes,' prior to
the beginning of the scheme, who had paid con ributions under the
act of 1898 or at the date of commencement of the scheme were not
over 60 years of age; (2) to other existing teachers, on their own
application, by special sanction of the department; and (3) to all
"future teachers," those entering recorded service on or after the
date of commencement, who are under N years of age at the time of
entering service, provided always (1) that they satisfy the.depart-
went of their physical capacity in such manner as it prescribes, and
(2) that they hold or are deemed to hold proper certificates f com-
petency. In addition to ordinary certificated teachers in g

For detailed information In this connection the reader le referred to the " Report by the wineries ap-
pointed en the preparation of the superannuation scheme for towbars." This report is a itYpep pamphlet.

Tin oftleial document bistailabls In the form of en 11 -psis pamphlet.
Kicesoli pp:110, it
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teachers holding special certificates of qualification in special sub-
jects, those recognized as specially qualified teachers of higher sub-
jects in intermediate and secondary schools, and teachers entered
in the records of the department as holderseof any other qualifica-
tions approved for the time being by the department are deemed to
hold certificates of comprtericy. By the terms of an introductory
memorandum to the scheme and by the actual practice of the depart-
ment in recording service under the scheme, but hardly by the terms
of the document itself, the scheme applies only to teachers regularly
employed in schools or by authorities in receipt of grants under any
code or regulations of the department. The scheme regularly
applies to secondary as well as elementary teachers, since recognition
of special qualifications to teach higher subjects is the regular method
of standardizing or certificating secondary teachers.

The scheme requires the department to retain each year from the
grants payable to school boards and. other managers of schools and
employers of teachers a maximum of 4 per cent of the annual salary
of every teacher in their employ to whom the scheme applies, which
amount the managers in turn may retain in the same proportion
from the salaries of the different teachers, and an additional amount
equal to 2 per cent of the annual salary of every such teacher, which
the managers may not retain from the mite& These retents the
department. is required to pay into a State teachers' superannua-
tion fund established requirement of the act of 1908) Also the
department is required 'M pay each year into the superannuation
fund out of the gen:'ral education fund previously mentioned
(1) a sum equal to 4 per cent and 3t per cent of the annual salary
of every existing man teacher and every existing woman teacher,
respectively, to whom the-scheme applies, and (2) a sum equal to
3i per cent and 3i per cent of the annual salary of every future man
teacher and every future woman teacher, respectively, to whom.the
scheme applies, provided that these percentages may be varied from
time to time by the department on actuarial advice. The value of
free rent, if any,' is included in every salary for the purposes of all
contributions to the superannuation fund. Finally, the department
must provide the superannuation fund each year, out of the general
fund cited, with money to pay pensions granted in respect of service

. rendered prior to the commencement of the present system. The
superannuation fund must be kept productive by investment.in
standard securities.

The conditions .of eligibility to a pension are (1) the completion
of 10 years of service recorded by the department for the purposes
of superannuation, and (2) the attainment of the age of 60 years or

Bye H (9). I Be. p. N. I Bee p.
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of permanent physical or mental incapacity for the duties of teach-
ing not caused by the teacher's own miscondubt or default. Service
in England recorded under the act of 1898 may be applied, so far
as needed only, to make up the 10 years required for eligibility.
Retirement is compulsory at the age of 65." The certificate or recog-
nized qualification of every teacher lap9es on the date when ho begins
to receive a pension. With the sanction of the department a teacher
retired on account of incapacity may later resume recorded service,
but .no.pension may be paid during such renewed service.

In the case of future teachers the amount of the pension is one-
aixtieth of the average annual salary throughout the period or
periods of service in Scotland recorded by the department multi-
plied by the number of years of such service, provided that the pen-
sion may not exceed tam- thirds of such average salary. The value
of free rent, if such is afforded, is included in the salary in all cases.
In the case of existing teachers he pension is (1) 1 per cent of ,the
average annual salary during the five years preceding the date of
retirement multiplied by the number of years of service in Scotland,
recorded by the department, prior to the inauguration of the present
scheme plus (2) one-sixtieth of Sue average annual salary in recorded
service in Scotland since the beginning of the present scheme.multi-
plied by the number of years of such service since such beginning,
provided that in the case of teachers with more than 40 years of
service to their en dit only the lest 40 rney count for the p rroses
of the pension. These pensions are paid out of the State superannua-
tion fund. The pension of any teacher retiring on account either
of age or of disability who paid contributions under the act. of 1898
may not be less than the amount to which he would have been eat it led
under that act. Moreover, any teacher who paid contributions under
the act of 1898 and not drawing a pension on the ground of incapacity
is entitled at the age of 65, both wider that a.ct and by the terms of
the present scheme, to the regular annuity froth the deferred annuity
fund-purchased by his payments. No pension may be assigned, trans-
ferred, or otherwise made payable to any creditor of the legal bene-
ficiary or any other person on pain of withdrawal of the pension.

Doubtless the most unique and striking feature of the new pension
system in Scotland is the provision for the return of contributions
on withdrawal from recorded service or from the profession or in case
of death.

Folhiwing are the provisions of the scheme n lating to such return
INket4I contributions. The term " retiring allowance" includes pensions

ted on the ground of disability as well as on!the ground of ago.
It a teacher withdraw [from recorded service] at any time, he shall bo entitlecron

application to have returned to him the whole of the contributions made by him to
. the fund , and on such return being made to him he shall tease to have any
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claim whatever on the fund, and should he subsequently resume [recorded] service,
the date of his resuming shall be the date frord which service for a retiring allowance
shall count, and service previous to withdrawal shall be reckoned only wherever and
to the extent that such service is necessary to make up 10 completed years of service
as a condition of, obtaining a retiring allowance under the scheme.

A teacher who withdraws at any time shall have the option of leaving his past
contributions in the fund, and if he subsequently resumes service, the whole of his
service shall count toward a retiring allowance. If a teacher who withdraws
shall not resume service, and if he shall not have applied for the return of his con-
tributions,and if before withdrawing he had served for not less than 10 years, then,
on attaining the age of 65, ho shall be entitled to a retiring allowance out of the fund
calculated es [herein] set forth for each completed year of service before with-
drawal, but;IT he had served less than 10 years he shall receive only the amount of
his contributions. If a teacher who has withdrawn and not applied for the return
of his contributions shall die before attaining the age of 65 years, the amount of his
past contributions shall on application to the department be paid to his personal

, representative.
If a teacher shall die in service there shall on application to the department:be paid

to his personal representative all the contributions to the fund made by deduction
from his salary; and if a teacher who has retired shall die before the amount of retir-
ing alloWune actually received by him equals the amount of [hisl contribu-
tions , then the balance of such contributions shall be paid to his personal
representative. In calculating this payment on death after retirement, account
shall be taken in the case of existing teachers of the retiring allowance paid both in
respect of service previous, and in respect of service subsequent, to the date of corn-
RICTICCIlle 111 of the scheme '

At the end of every five years from the beginning of the scheme
an investigation and valuation of the superannuation fund must be
made by an actuary appoinutcd by the department. The actuary on
each occasion is required to make a full report to the department,
giving the'results of the inquiry and valuation, together with recom-
mendations for the guidance of the department in the future adminis-
tration of the fund.

Finally, the scheme provides that
any question which arises as to the application of any part of the scheme to any person,
or as to the amount 6t any contribution or retiring allowance, or as to the return of
contributions, or as to the grant, refusal, suspension, or cessation of any such allow-
ance, or as to the reckoning of any service shall be decided by the department, whose
decision shall be final.'

A set of rules corresponding li4gely to those provided for adminis-
tering the act of 1898 3 were formulated by the Education Depart-
ment for administering the hew superannuation scheme. The latter
rules are less extensive than the former, owing largely to the nature of
the provision's of the scheme. They took effect simultaneously with
the scheme itself.'

The rules provide that, for the purpose of satisfying the depart-
ment of their physical capacity, all future teachers must be examined

401 Arts. 17-19.
1 Art. 24.

Bee pp. SO 11.
4 The rules are published separately at a small pamphlet.
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within A prescribed time at their own expense by medical officers
nominated by the department. A maximum fee of 10s. 6d. is pre-
scribed. Existing teachers are not subjected to this requirement.
Both future and existing teacher's who have not already done so are
required to furnish satisfactory evidence of age.

By the terms of the rules the following types of service may he
recorded by the department for the purfose.s of the pension scheme:
Service as a teacher in day schools and in certified reformatory or
industrial schools, service as a teacher in a training college or under
a provincial committee for the training of teachers, and service as an
organizing or supervising teacher. It is apparent that the liberal
policy consistently followed by the department in recording service
under the law of I SOS ` -is continued under the present system.

The State authorities are directed to transmit every year to the
school boards and other managers the receipt of the Education,.
Department for the retents from the annual grants made in respect
of each teacher in their employ to whom the pension scheme applies.
Every board or other body of managers is required to furnish every.
teacher who makes application with a copy of so much of the receipt
transmitted to it as applies to such teacher.

The rules prescribe that all pensions and all contributions to he
returned must be applied for, application to be mado4to the depart-
ment. Teachers applying for a pension on the ground/ of incapacity
must furnish as a condition of success evidence of permanent dis-
ability duo to no fault of their own by means of a medical examination.
Barring certain reasonable exceptions, such applicants must submit
to such examination at their own expense by a medical officer chosen
by the department. The maximum fee is the same as that prescribed
for the physical examination of future teachers on entering service.
A teacher seeking a disability pension must not have been unemployed
in recorded service for more than one year prior to the time of appli-
cation, unless for sufficient reason the period is extended by the
department.

Every disability pension mustbe reconsidered by the department
at intervals not exceeding three years. At the time of reconsider-
ation the beneficiary must show by a competent physician's certificate,
on pain of losing his pension, that he is still qualified to receive the
same. Moreover, any disability pension may be suspended or
determined at any time within an interval if the department becomes
satisfied that the incapacity of 'the beneficiary has ceased.

It is provided in the rules that teachers who attain the age of 65
yearti with less than the 10 years of recorded service' required for
eligibility to their credit shall be considered to have withdrawn at
that age mild shall be -entitled to the return 'of their contributions.

O.
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Existing teachers over 60 years of age when the scheme became
operative and desirous of being included therein Were required to
Make application to the department not later than August 1, 1912.'

Pensions are made payable in equal installments on the last days of
March, Aim, September, and December of each year, as under the
act of 1S9S. Responsibility for making the payments is placed upon
the Paymaster General, who is authorized to require evidence of the
life and identity of a retired teacher before making any payment.

It is evident from what has preceded that the observations previ-
ously made in reference to the act of 159.1 regarding the possibility
for teachers to continue to teach as uncertificated teachers while draw-
ing a pension are also true in their essential points in reference to
the new Scotch superannuation scheme.

a,.

Late statist ics of the salaries of certificated public-school teachers
in Scotland upon which their contributions and pensions under the
new system are based appear on page 47 in a preceding chapter. No
statistics of the salaries of secondary teachers included in the system
are available.- it is too early to secure statistics of -actual pensions
awarded under the new scheme. in Mill the total number of cer-
tificated teachers emPloyed in public schools in Scotland in receipt of
annual grants was 18,869, of whom 5,1S9 were men and 13,680 were
women.' These figures may be considered fairly close approxima-
tions to the respective numbers of "existing teachers," outside of
secondary schools, to whom the new scheme became applicable on
April 1, 1912. In W10 the total number of teachers employed in
strictly secondary schools in receipt of grants was 1,359.4 What pro-
portion of these were recognized as specially qualified teachers of
higher subjects 6 the statistics do not reveal.

I Cf. p. 54.
See. p. 42.
Return Showing (1) A List of Day School. Aided from -Parliamentary Grant, etc., (II) Summarized

Statistka of Day Schools in Receipt of Annual Grants, etc., 1910-11, p. 102.
4 Rep. for the Year 1911, evondary Education (Scotland), pp. 411, 61.

Cf. pp. 64-16.



CHAPTER VIII.

LOCAL PENSION SYSTEMS.

Besides the State systems reviewed in the preceding pages, there
have developed in Great Britain certain supplementary or comple-
mentary local pension systems for public-school teachers. Par-
ticularly important. is that of London or, more specifically, the
administrative county of London. The London system is especially
worthy of study not only on account of its scope and size, but because
of its many good features. The general and educational populations
of London are nearly equal to those of the whole of Scotland, and the
London pension system for teachers is in most respects fairly abreast
of the now Scotch system in modernness and progresiveness. Excel-
lent local provision is also made for teachers in the English city of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne through the privilege afforded them of participa-
tion in the regular pension systenf for city officers in general. The
system is necessarily quite small, however, since the population of
the city is only 267,000. A few cities, including Birmingham, have
pension systems which include secondary teachers, but not public-
school teachers as herein defined.' Following are accounts of the
chief local systems affecting public-school teachers.

In 1888 the school board of London (administrative county of
London) established a superannuation fund for the purpose of pension-
ing the public-school teachers and other officers in its employ. All
regular teachers and officers were required to contribute 2 per cent
of their salaries to the fund, and provision was made for liberal
assistance from the board, contingent upon the grant of the necessary

_power by 'Parliament. Ten years of service were required for eligi-
bility to a pension. Pensions were fixed at one-sixtieth of the salary
received at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years
of service up to a maximum of two-thirds of such salary. In 1893,
however, these provisions relative to amount of pension were repealed
in' consequence of the failure of Parliament to authorize financial
assistance by the board. The board enacted at that time that in future
pension rates should be fixed upon actuarial advice according to the
state of the fund Existing teachers were given the right, to withdraw
their membership in the fund and the amounts of their past contribu-
tions, but it was provided that new appointees must become members.
Out of a total of 7,551 teachers belonging to the fund only 1,767

Bos p. 13.
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elected to continue their membership. Since 1893 the pension rates
have been but a small fraction of the original amounts. Alter the
passage of the superannuation acrof 1898 the fund was divided into
two partsone for teachers and one for other officers of the board.
Members of the teachers' fund were later given the right to withdraw.
from it the amount of their past contributions and to sever con-
nections with it. Nearly all did so. Moreover, the addition of _new
members was stopped. The small depleted teachers' fund is now
managed for the benefit of the members by the London county
council, which in 1904 superseded the school board as the local
education authority for London.' In 1910 the number of con-
tributors to the fund was only 87, while the number of pensioners
was 130.3 The rate of pension was 15 tier cent of the rate originally
established in 1888.3

Shortly after the London County Council superseded the London
school board as the local education authority the question arose
whether teachers in the employ of the council should participate in
the regular superannuation system administered by the council for
the purpose of providing pensions for its employees. This matter
was repeatedly brought to the attention of the council for several
years, but so far as membership in the system in question was con-
cerned, little was accomplished. Certificated teachers never gained
eligibility, owing chiefly, apart from the establishment of the special
pension system for teachers described below, to the fact that by the
ruling of the Treasury for a number of years participation in the
system would have meant partial or total forfeiture of superannua-
tion and disablement allowances under the act of 1898.4 timer,
tificated regular teachers were permitted to participate in the scheme,
but spell teachers in the council's schools have been negligible in
number. In 1906 the number of uncertilicated teachers was only
31 and in 1911 only 13, not counting several hundred supply and
other irregular teachers.3 For the most part at least these last
were ineligible to membership on the ground of only tempOrary or
part -time appointment.

Considerable dissatisfaction developed regarding the pension con-
ditions of the teachers in the schools of the London County Council
after it 'became the local education authority. Thai jihnsions pro-
vided under the regular superannuation scheme of 91e council for

8 Edw. VII, chap. 24.
I Minutes of l'roc., London County Connell, 1010, Vol. II, Part I, p. 892.

The data for this brief amount of the pension system of the former London seb6O1 board have been
gathered almost altogether from the annual reports of that body, In which are Included short sections
under the title " Supomminat ion."

4 Superannuation of Teachers, London County Council. (extracts from the Minutes of Pf00., etc.), pp.
3-4; Minutes of Prod., London Couply Council, 1910, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 3731477.

I Rept. of Ed. Committee, etc., London County Council, 1900, Part I, p. 442; Ann. Rept., London County
Council, 1911, vol. 4 4duoation), p. 111.
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.
the body of its employees other than public-schoOl teachers werb-
very much better than those provided for the touchers under the act
of 1898, which were plainly inadequate.' Naturally Ills State of,
affairs was promotive of more or less discontent anti of undesirable
inequalities between the service of education and other fields of the
council's activity. After a few years the education committee of
the council and the council as a whole became convinced that the
pension status of the teachers should be made to ctirrespond approx-
imately with that of other functionaries. In 1910 the council passed
a resolution to that effect in part as follows:

[Resolved] That, failing an absolute assurance from II. M. Government that it will
make the necessary financial provision fur a scheme which in itself, or in con-
junction with the council, will be in entire accord with the principle that the retiring
allowance receivable by a certificated teacher in a London public elementary school,
together with the benefits receivable by him or her under-the elementary school
teachers (Superannuation) act, 1898, shall, so far as possible in all the circumstances,
be the same as that to which officers of the council of equal service and similar aver-
age salary are entitled, the council do make forthwith for all tealivoi in the London
service an adequate superannuation scheme

The assurance from the Government, mentioned in the resolution
was not received, and late in 1910 the council adopted a special
superannuation scheme for teachers drawn along, the lines indicated
in the resolution. It was carefully formulated under actuarial-

This special pension scheme for London teachers applied (1) to
all teachers holding a permanent full-time appointment in the service
of the council and not participating in the regular superannuation
system of the council and (2) to all teachers holding a pbrinanent
full-time appointment in the service of the managers of voluntary or
nonprovided public elementary schools in London and contributing
to the deferred annuity fund under the act of 1898,' provided in
both cases that teachers must be under 55 years of age at the date
of permanent appointment.' Teachers employed in secondary
schools and in training colleges were thus inelftded, as well as public
elementary teachers. The term teacher, moreover, included super-
visory officers, aside froth inspectors. All teachers to whom the
scheme was applicable were not compelled to become members.
Membership was voluntary ror those appointed before April 1, 1911,
the date of commencement of the scheme, and for those in the service
of the managers of nonprovided schools.

In harmony with the policy of placing the pension status of teachers
on a par roughly with that of other officers two plans for contribu-

I p. 76.

9 superannuation of Towbars, London County Council (extracts from 1Oputte of Proc., eft), p. 4; Yin.
otos of Proo., London County Council, 1910, Vol. 11, Part 1, p. 377.

For the scheme In full, see ibid., pp. 20-21 or 992-994, respectively.
Sae pp.
For the sianilloanes of permanent appointment In London, we pp. 31-1L
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tions were established, one for teachers contributing to the deferred
annuity fund,under the act of 1898 and another-for other teachers.
The pensions of officers other than teachers under the regular super-
annuation scheme of the council were graded according to salary,
and '96 and £72 per year were taken to be rough approximations
to t o salaries for men and women, respectively, which in the gener-
alit f cases under the council's tegular scheme produced the pen-
sions r rived by teachers under the act of 1898. Consequently
teachers contributing under the act of 1898 were expected to con-
tribute under the special pension scheme for teachers 91y with
respect' to the excess of their salaries above the amount named.
The rates of contribution for such teachers appear in the following
table:

Aix at commenccment of contributions.

Bate of contribution.

Men (per
cent of salarr
In exefliS of
C90 I per

year).

Women (per
cent of solar
lu extwal of
E72 r per

year).

Under 25

461

5
.75 to :10

30 to.:45
5

35 to to
40 to 45
45 to 5o .9
50 to 5.7

A 1701 121

Now 11.20. gee p. fie.

In the next- table .iiilear tl.e rates
contributing wavy 11:e net of 1898.

2 Vow See p. 66.

of contribution for teachers not

Age at coratnencrincnt of contributions.
.

Rate of contributtbn (per
cent of salary).

Men. Women.

Under 2.5 31 41
25 to 30 6
30 to 35 6 71
35 tfl 40 7 9
40to 46 101
45 to 60
60 to 55 12

All teachers covered by the scheme who were in service at the date
of its commencement and who exercised affirmatively their option of
participation in the new systriu were given the pri'Vilege" of contrib-
uting in respect of service under the _council or the managers of non-
provided schools in London between the date,. May 1, 1904, when
the council became the local education authority. and the di% of
commencement of the scheme. Moreover, the date of attaining the
age of4I5 could be substituted for May 1, 1904, in the case of teachers
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attaining that 4e before that date, in order that all teachers in ser-
vice might have the opportunity of contributing over the minimum
period of 10 years required for eligibility to a pension at the age of
65, as specified below. Easy terms were provided-for the payment
of such back contributions. Under certain circumstances they could
be paid partly or wholly out of the pension after retirement. The
scheme further required that the council contribute to the nifiinte-
nance of' the system 3 per cent of the total amount on which con-
tributions are paid by teachers. It was also provided that the coun-
cil should guarantee, the solvency of the system as a whole and also
34 per cent interest on accumulated moneys. The general financial
administration of the system under the scheme was placed in the
hands of the Superannuation and Provident Fund, the pension fund
maintained by the council in connection with its regular pension
scheme.

scheme r teachers were (1) the pa ent of regular contributions
Thaeonditioru3 of eligibility to a pe on established by the special

M ri
...for at. Jeast 10 years and (2) retirement on account of incapacity for

service occasioned by ill health or retirement at or titer attaining the
age of. 65 years. By the terms of a regulation established before the
adoption of the superannuation scheme all teachers were required to
retire at the age of 65 or, by permission of the education committee
of the council, at the end of the school term during which they, at-
tained that age.' The amount of the pension per annum was fixed
at one-sixtieth of the average of the annual sakiries upon which the
teacher had paid contributions multiplied by the number of years
during which the contributions had been paid, provided (1) that the
pension of a teacher who had contributed more than 40 years should
be forty-sixtieths of the average of the annual salaries during the
last 40 years of payment of contributions and (2) that in case of

. retirement because of ill health within 20 years from the date of corn- :,
mencement of contributions, the pension should be one-third of the
average salary specified or one-sixtieth of such average for each year
the teacher would have contributed had he remained in the service
until the age of 65, whichever should be thellnaller. Further, by
the terms of the scheme, (1) no teacher contributing under the act
of 1898 could be entitled to a pension from the council before reach-
ing the age of 65, unless be received a disablement allowance under
that act' or was disqualified for such allowance solely because of
not being in pecuniary.need of it;' (2) if a teacher retired on a pen.-
sion on the ground of ill health should resume teaching in any part
of the country before attaining the. age of 68, the council might

I RoLutotkes with Rollord to th. &Wootton Bitola% London County tkonxit, II (Tatham la Load=
Sokol), Port I, p.

I OW p.93. .

be pp.!, II
..21116
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discontinue his pension in whole or in part; (3) if a teacher retired
on a pension should resume teaching in the service of the council, his
pension was to cease, his contributions were to be resumed, and he
might be retired subsequently on another pension calculated in the
regular way; and. (4) if a woman pensioner under the age of 65
should marry, the council might discontinue her pension in whole orin part.

The scheme contained provisions for the return of contributions
in cases of withdrawal or death which on the whole were just as
liberal and just as unique as those of the new superannuation scheme
of Scotland previously considered.' It was provided in this con-nection (1) that in cases of retirement by reason of the termination
of employment through changes made in the teaching staff or through
marriage in the case of women or retirement by reason of ill health
before having contributed for ten years, the total, amount of the
teacher's contributions should be returned to him with interest at3 per cent per annum, (2) that in cases of withdrawal under other
circumstances the total amount of contributions should be returned
without interest, unless the teacher had bees guilty of dishonesty or
misconduct occasioning precuniary loss to the council, (3) dint in
cases of death while in service the total amount of the contributions
with interest at 3 per cent per annum should' be paid to the teacher's
regal representatives, and (4) that in eases of death after retirement
or of discontinuance of a pension for any reason other than returnto the service, the excess, if any, of the oentributions paid, withinterest at 3 per cent to the date of retirement, over the payments
already made on the pehsion should be returned to the teacher orhis legal representatives, as the case might be. Finally, the schemeprovided that.
if it is shown by actuarial valuation that there is a surplus which, in the opinion ofthe actuary making the valuation, can safely be disposed of, such surplus shall berepaid to or otherwise applied as equitably and conveniently as practicable for the*eine& of those teachers who created the surplussand who are in the service or arein receipt of superannuation allowances at the date of the valuation, a,nd the councilshall thereupon have power to make any suchredifetion in the rates of contributionpayable in the future as the actuary may advise.

In 1912 certain .amendments were made to the pension scheme
for London public-school teachers here described. In the first place
teachers coming under the scheme on receiving a permanenrappointr
ment were given the opportunity to pay contributions.on any periodof service in a temporary capacity immediately preceding permanent
appointment. Compound interest at 34 per cent per annum wasrequired to be paid on such back contributions. Arrangements forpayment ow a period of time might be made. Further, on receiT-

'Bee pp. 66-57.
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ing the necessary authority from Parliament, the council opened
the option of participation in the scleme to all teachers holding a
permanent full-time appointment in the service of the managers of
nonprovided schools within the council's jurisdiction, regardless of
participation by such teachers in the Government scheme under the
act of 1898. Moreover, in consequence of, the increase in State
pensions provided by the superannuation act of 1912,1 the council
increased the amount of salary on which teachers contributing under
the Government scheme were not required to contribute under the
council's scheme. The now limits are £120 and £96 per year for
men and women respectively. Finally, it was enacted that
if, at the- date of commencing to contribute, the contributor is subject to a scale of
salary of which the minimum salary is under £120 a year (in the case 'of males) anr
£96 a year (in the case of females) , the contributor's rate of contribution Xall be
according to the contributor's age at the date when he or she first became subject
to such scale, and the contributor shall be deemed to have contributed, as from such
last-mentioned date for the purpose of ascertaining the benefits payable under the
scheme on such contributor's retirement.'

As in the case of Scottish teachers under the new Scotch super-
annuation scheme,' the pensions of London public-school teachers
are graded according to their salaries. No satisfactory statistics
of teachers' salaries, in London are available, but a general view of
their range and amount may be gotten from the regulikons of the
council relative to salaries. The substance of the chief of these
regulations affecting teachers included in .the city pension system
for teachers appears in the following paragraph. Numerous varia-
tions from these main regulations are provided for, but they can not
claim attention here. In general the salaries are the same in non-
provided as in 'council schools, in ordinary as in higher elementary
or central schools. By way of explanation of the new term "central
schools," it may be stated that higher grade and higher elementary
schools in London are.boing replaced by new institutions known by
that name. Though different in some, respects and a little more
advanced, the new schools belong in the same general 'class or grade
with their predecessors'

The few uncertificated teachers to whom the pension scheme for
teachers applies ' 'receive fixed annual salaries of £80 or £100 in the
case of men and £75 or £90 in the case of women, according to the
amount of training received. The beginning salaries of assistant or

1 See pp. 38-11.
''roe data regarding these amendments of 1012 were courteously provided the writer in le form of ex-

cerpts from the Minutes of Proceedings of the London County Council from the eke Of the comptroller
of the administrative county of London.

ISes p. 56.
'Cf. The Organisation of Education In London, tamed by the London Connty.Connoll, pp. 12-13.
ellee p. 61.
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orlinary (certificated) teachers range from £80 to £125- per annum for
men and from £75 to £102 per annum for women, according taa.motuil
of training and amount of previous experience. The salaries of men
increase by annual increments of £5 for two years and £7 10s. there-
after up to a maximum of £200, provided that no salary can rise
beyond £150 unless the council authorizes it within two year after
that figure has been attained'on a report of the proper officers that the
teacher is efficient and deserving of further advancement.'. The sal-
aries of women rise by annual increments of £4 to a maximum of £150,
save that no salary can rise beyond £130 without authorization by the
council within two years offer that figure has been reached on a
proper report that the teacher is fit and deserving of further advance-
ment. The salaries of head teachers or principals range from £150
to £400 per year for men and from £125 to £300 per year for women,
according to size of school and amount of service in the capacity of
head teacher. The minimum salaries are £150, £200, and i£300 for
men and £125, £150, and £225 for women, according to size of
school. The corresponding maximum-salaries are £210, £300, and
£400 for men and £160, £225, and £300 for women. In the case of
head teachers in central schools only the two upper minima and two
upper maxima apply with respect to both men and women. Except
for those in small schools other than central school., the annual incre-
ment of salary for had teachers is £10 and £8 for men and women,
respectively. To be eligible' for appointment to the position of head'
teacher men 'mist have 11ad at lea4t ten year of experience in teach-
ing and women at least eight yeari!

In .1911 the total number of teachers in the public schook3 of
London was 17,963, of whom 5,507 were men and 12,456 were women.
Nearly all were certificated. The number of head teachers was 2,311,
of whom 799 were men ' On March 31, 1912, one year after the com-
mencement of the London pension system for teachers, the number
of contributors or active participants therein was 16,104. Only abp.iit
150 were other than public-school teachers in the sense in which We
term is used in this study. Those not belonging to this group were
mainly secondary teachers as herein understood.' During the first
year 60 teachers were retired on a pension. The pensions ranged in
amount from £5 17s. to £49 16s. The' first pensions under the new
scheme were naturally small, though in Most cases they were doubt-
less supplemented by-State pensions under the act of 1898.4

In 1892 the city council of Manchester established under special
iitatutory pnwers the Manchester Corporation Thrift Fund for the-

'Regulations with Regard to the Education Service, London County Cpun oil, II (Teenhers to London
Schools) Pert I, Pp. ME: -Minutes d Proc., Loudon Counts Council, 1910, Vol. II, Part I, p.1106, Part IL
pp. mai; Ibid., 1911, Vol. 1, Pait I, p. 057, Part II, pp. doxxxrff.

t Ann. Rap., Locution taunt? Council, vol. 4 (Eduostion), pp. 111,1v.
'Sao p.11.
d These atadstica'ot 1912 were furnished the write/ by sinispoosuasehas the tit" of tag oeheptavtler el

the adiehtletattln county d Latedso. .
.....
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purpose of providing insurance against disability and old age for city
employees. In 1903 by the terms of the education act of 1902' the
public-school teachers of the city became city employees, and in due
time they received the right to participate in the Thrift Fund. The
insurance system centered in the-fund is not a pension system, but it
servos a like purpose and has numerous features in common with the
ordinary pension system. Accordingly, a brief account of the project
is here introduced.

Membership in the system is required of some employeer-and is
optional with others. Teachers are included among the latter.
Every member contributes to the fund 3} per cent of his salary and
the city contributes 11 per cent of the same. No one who becomes a
contributor may withdraw from membership while in the service of
the city. On retirement from the service on or after attaining the
age of 65 years, or at any time on account of disability, a contributor
is entitled to a lump sum from the fund equal to the whole amount of
his own contributions and the 'contributions of the city on his behalf,
together with accumulated compound interest on all contributions at
4 per cent per annum. If a contributor dies while in service, his legal
representatives are entitled to the same amount he would have
received in case c)f regular retirement at the time. If a member volun-
tarily leaves the service before becoming incapacitated or attaining
the age of 65, he is entitled to receive from the fund the whole amount
of his own contributions only, together with' accumulated compound
interest thereon at 4 per cent.'

In 1909 no less than 2,352 public - schoolteachers of Manchester were
contributors to the Thrift Fund' This was about two-thirds of the
entire number. In 1911, of 3,919 teachers and officers of the whole
education service.who were eligible, 2,907 were contributors to the
fund.' Nearly all were public - school teachers.

In 1904 a local pension system for teachers and others in the direct
employ of the city, embodying a special superannuation fund, was
established by special parliamentary action in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
The scheme seems to have taken effect in 1905. Later teachers in
noprovided schodls were included. Membership in the system was
oluntary. Only a small proportion, of the teachers identified them-
yea with the system underthe scheme of 1904, owing chiefly to the

f 4 that by action of the Treasury membership involved partial or
tot: loss of superannuation and disablement allowances under the
-act 1898.° The system was thoroughly reorganiZed in 1911.'

Edw. VII, oh. 42. See p. SD.
'See pamphlet, Manchester Corporation Thrift Fund, 4 pp.
lilleventteeth Ann. Statement, Vet Fund, Commotion of Manchester, pp. 11-31.'
Win. Rep: at ltd. Committee, City of Manchester, 1510-11, p. 177.

'Cf. p.(11.
chlswcsatimoTyne Dodges' Supteennuatke 04141.4wesd by theNswesetio branch of the National

poion et Tawittles,, pp. 6 IL
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This reorganization took place by virtue of provisions of the
Newcastle-upon-Tyne corporation act of 1911,1 which took effect on
April 1, 1912. The pension provisions of the act apply optionally
to all officers and servants, including teachers in both municipal and
nonprovidod schools, in the permanent and exclusive service' of the
city or city cannel All existing and future employees were given
the right to decline to participate in the system under the new
scheme by notifying the city of their wishes within a limited time.
In default of such notification they became or become members
automatically. All existing employees becoming members under
the new scheme who were not members under the old were re-
quired to pay with interest all contributions at the old and rela-
tively low rates which they would have paid prior to the beginning
of the new scheme if they had become members in 1905, when the
system was launched, or at such later time as they entered the
service of the city. All members under the new scheme, except
teachers contributing under the act of 1898, to whom special
provisions apply,' are required to contribute to the superannuation
fund at rates varying in the maximum from 4 to 8 per cent of their
full salaries according to the amount of service to their credit at
the respective dates when they became (or become) contributors.
The city is required to contribute annually an amount equal to the
sum of the contributions of members during the year, and additional
amounts 'needed to secure the solvency of the superannuation fund.
The fund must be examined every five years by a competent actuary,
who is empowered to fix within the established limits the rates of
contributions for the ensuing quinquennial period. The conditions
established lary the act for eligibility to a pensi m are (1) at least 10
years of ser"ice, (2) incapacity for service, 40 years of service and
the attainment of the age of 60 years, or the attainment of the age
of 65, and .0) retirement from service. Except with regard to
teachers to wVom the act of 1898 applies, the annual amount of the
pension is o4-sixtieth of, the average amount of the pensioner's
salary during Vie five years preceding retirement multiplied by the
number of years of service, save that no pension may exceed two-
thirds of such average amount of salary. In general, all past service
within the present limits of the city from the date of appointment is
reckoned for the purposes of determining the amount of the pension.
Any member who loses or otherwise ceases to hold his position
before becoming eligible to a pension for any reason other than his
own misconduct or voluntary resignation is untitled to a refund of
all his contributions. If a member dies before receiving a pension,

For the pension provisions of the act (1 end 2 oeorge V, oh. PAUL see Ibid., pp. 32-11.
*Tor the general eignIfleanoe of permanent sarrlos In England with leaped to teachers, see p. SI
Oise below.
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the city must, retwit to his widow or family one-half the amount of
his contributions and may return the entire amount. With regard
to teachers included in the State teachers' pension system under the
law .of 1898, the act contains provisions very similar to those em-
bodied in the UndOn scheme for teachers.' Contributions are to
be paid and pensitas to be calculated upon only a portion of the
teacher's salary to be detour-lined by the city in such manner that
the total State pension plus the pension from the city shall be approxi-
mately equal to the pension the teacher would receive if ho were
identified with the city syStem alone.

There are at present about 1,100 teachers in the serviceof the city
(city 'council) of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the great majority of whom
are public-school teachers as the tprm is used herein. Of this number
about 70 are ineligible for membership in the city pension system.
Of the remainder only 97 are members of the city sysCeinalone, while
236 belong to both the city system and the State system.'

The preceding survey includes all local pension systems for public-
school teachers of major importance in England and Wales. In addi--
tion to these there are possibly a very few minor systems, but no
special attempt has been made to include any such. The small cities
of Chiswick and St. Helens have authority by action of Parliament to
include with certain adjustments public-school teachers in their local
superannuation systems for municipal employees, but at this writing
this has not been consummated in either case. In securing data for
the present chapter the writer used a list of communities having
local systems for any or all grades of teachers in the employ of the

.public educational authoritie which was supplied from the offices
of the board of education and was complete to the best kiiewledge
of the compiler.

Local pension systems of a sort for public-school teachers have been
more numerous and at the same time necessarily smaller in Scotland
than such local systems elsewhere ,in Great Britain. On the whole,
however, they have been organized and adminis,terod under oneral
State laws, whereas those in England have been based upon purely
special or local acts. Consequently, local systems in Scotland under
different acts have been treated collectively in the preceding chapter
as State systems of a certain type or types' For an account of local
ises in Scotland the reader is accordingly referred to the perti-

portions of Chapter VII.

I Bee pp. 63 A.
POt thew ctineet stational the mitt to Indebted to the secretary of the education committee of New.
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CHAPTER IX.

CONCLUSIONS.

Among the first lessons to be drawn from the preceding survey of
teachers' pensions in Great Britain, coupled with the experience of
various other Countries, is the utter insufficiency of voluntary coopera-
tive effort by teachers .themselves, philanthropic action, and local
public action, either singly or in combination, in comparison with

,ate legislation as means of making provision.for superannuated and
disabled teachers. It is quite altar from the present study that the
State has been the sole effective agent in making provision for super-
annuated and incapacitated teachers in Great Britain. The pension
minutes of the two Commit tees of Council on Education,-as administra-
tive regulations, were somewhat analogous to State legislation, but
their effectiveness was hampered by the insufficiency of appropriations
for education by Parliament,' However, the pensions provided by this
secondary legislation of the Committee of Council represented prac-
tically all that was accomplished in this field until the positive legis-
lation of 1898 established a comparatively substantial State-wide
pension system for public-school teachers. The conspicuous meager-
ness of the present provision for teachers' widows and orphans in
Great Britain in default of State action is important evidence in.
support of the proposition here set forth.

Our experience thus far in the United States very largely coincides
with that of Great Britain and other countries in the respect under
consideration. Most of what has been accomplished here in the
matter of pensioning public-school teachers has been accomplished
by State action. It is true that much more Would have been

'achieved by other agencies had the State not stepped in, but there is
little reason to believe that adequate general pension systems would
ever develop in default of State action. There are those in America
of individualistic bent who would very much like to see the State
pursue a laissez-faire policy with regard to teachers' pensions, believ-
ing that the matter should be left to the teachers themselves. Those
who are skeptical of the importance of teachers' pensions are,per-
fectly consistent in this attitude; but granting that the pensions are
desirable or needful, State action seems the only effective means for
gaining the desired end: The work of the Carnegie. Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching in pensidn6g college and university
teachers in America is a conspicuous exception to the principle under
consideration.

I Om p.SS.
71-
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, Differences of practice in different countries in the matter of
'exacting contributions from teachers in support of public pension
systems in their favor raises an important issue in the economics of
teachers' pensions. Throughout Germany, with the exception of
Bavaria, teachers pay no contributions whatever. In France heavy
retents from salaries are universal. Practice in Great Britain represents
a compromise between these extremes, since the contributions on the
whole are moderate in amount. In the United States small.contribu-
tions are usually required. Except often for a period of years following
the introduction of a substantial pension system, the writer dis-
tincth favors the German practice, in view of its simplicity arl,d

'administrative economy, because contributions or retents are not
necessary in the long run to secure the perfectly legitimate end sought,
viz, partial

The
complete support of the pension system by the bene-

ficiaries. The writer is firmly convinced that, even in the case of
entirely noncontributory pension systems, economic forces definitely
tend to throw the whole burden of support upon the beneficiaries,
in so far as the pensions are really desired. To the extent that teach-
ing positions, or any other, are rendered more attractive by the
provision of pensions, the compensation in the form of salary of any,
given grade or quality of services gradually adjusts itself to the
present value of the claim toS pension so that the total compensation
in the long run is not materially affected, other conditions remaining
the same. This adjustment takes place chiefly through the failure of
salaries to increase as they otherwise would, rather than through
actual reductions. The whole process is simply a readjustment of
economic forces whose equilibrium has been disturbed by the intro-
duction of the pension system. The process of equilibration ordi-
narily requires a considerable period of time, and for that reason the
inauguration of a pension system With regular contributions or
retents is often justifiable, provided the contributions decrease in
amount on a sliding scale through a period of years until they dis-
appear. If otherwise satisfactory, the same purpose might be served
by.the plan of beginning with small noncontributory pensions which
gradually increase until the regular or desired amounts are reached.

It is not expedient to enter into an extended exposition or defense
of the position taken. in the preceding paragraph. The reader must
rig ..ously apply the principles of modern economics and come to his
own conclusion. The whole argument may be summarized in the
two principles, (1) that pensions granted on condition of service are
a part of wages or salitry in the form of deferred payment, and (2) that
the material rewards of teachers are controlled by the same economic
laws as those of other workers.'

1 In reference mainly to the second principle compare The Salaries of Towhee', by John B. Clerk, Comm.
.bM University Quertirly, vol. 1, pp. 111-129; also A Comparative Study of Minimum Bakery Legislation,
by the writer, liducational Review, voi. 36, pp. 236-2*
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Those who claim that economic law does not fix wages and salaries
in education and the professions are quick to point out marked excep-
tions and discrepancies. They have no difficulty in discovering, for
example, two teachers of widely varying efficiency receiving the
same salary. These exceptions, however, are simply variations from
the norm. The same variations prevail in industrial purst,rits. The
sole difference is that in the latter the variations are smaller in rela-
tive amount, because the tests of efficiency are more 'Patent and
exact. If a satisfactory measure of teaching efficiency were invented,
and the statistical method were applied before any changes wore
made in the present regime, it would he found beyond any reasonable
doubt throughout the entire gamut that the central tendencies of
the grades of services corresponding to different salary figufes vary
in amount fairly regularly with these figures. This would mean, of
course, that-economic forces are in control corresponding to those
that dominate in the industrial field.

If the preceding arguments are sound, the requirement of contri-
butions as a permanent feature of a teachers' pension system serves
no useful purpose. Not only so, but the proper abolition of the con-
tributions is a distinct economy, since they introduce needless corn-
plexity, are a source of constant irritation and misunderstanding,
and are responsible for a vast.amount of unnecessary bookkeeping
and other clerical work. They represent thus a definite waste of
time, money, and energy. On these grounds the gradual elimination
Of the contributory features of the present British pension systems
for teachers, and without any reduction in the pensions, would be a
distinct advantage. As a permanent policy, the German practice is
the correct one. The writer has no disposition to criticize the require-
ment of contributions as an initial temporary feature. This is 'con-
sidered perfectly sound, since teachers have no valid claim to thW
temporary advantages falling to them as a result of the disturbance
of economic forces occasioned by the abrupt introduction of a pension
system. Indeed, no fault could probably be found with the require-
ment as an initial measure of still larger contributions to the total pen-
sion by the act of 1898, the new Scotch regulations, and local hchemes.
It is only the permanent requirement of contributions that is deemed
inadvisable. Finally, in this connection the relative simplicity,
smoothness, and economy of operation of noncontributory systems
are commended for serious consideration in the establishment and
administration of pension systems for teaches! in America. -4wt
American systems require smallcontributioAs from the teat hers,
affected, as already stated. The writer's suggestion is that legal
provision be made for the gradual suppression of these contribu-
tions in the interest of general economy for the future.
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On the basis of the preceding considerations it is clear that the fre-
quent justification of teachers' pensions as partial compensation for
meager salaries or as special rewards for those spending their lives in
lofty and devoted service in a noble calling rest very largely upon
fictitious assumptions. Both these purposes would be defeated in
the long run by economic law. The real justification does not lie in
any benefit to teachers as individuals, but ip resulting:improvements
in education making for greater efficiency Ad economy. The impor-
tant ways in which a pension system may serve this larger purpose,
and the adaptability of the systems of Great Britain to this end,
will be next considered. .

One general limitation of the British State systems wliich to the
mind of an outsider precludes the fullest realization of any benefits
derivable from teachers' pensions may as well be noticed at the outset.
This limitation is the complete exclusion of uncertificated teachers,
who have constituted a large proportion of. the teaching body. It has
already been shown' that in 19(S, for example, the number of uncer-
tifica 4,. teachers was nearly 65,000 in England and Wales and
nearl?"2,800 in Scotland. Without doubt these_ teachers have been
less of a problem in the matter of pensions than certificated teachers,
not only by reason of their fewer absolute numbers, but because
they undoubtedly have tended to leave the profesai2n in larger pro-
portions and because a considerable proportion of tqem Iinve tended
to become certificated;. but a system leaving such a large body of
teachers entirely out of account can hardly be considered adequate
in the sense of completeness. No service as an uncertificated teacher
can be counted in the eventoLgubsequent certification. In general
both classes of teachers are included in local systems. .

The chief way whereby a teachers' pension system may promote
educational efficiency and economy is by enabling authorities
promptly and honorably to dispense with the services of deserving
teachers who have become ineffective through divbility or old age.
One of the serious problems in many school systems not identified
with a pension system is the disposition of incapacitated andtsupet-
annuated teachers Whose usefulness has gone, but who are still more
or less dependent upon their salaries. Such teachers in most cases
are faithful servants of lag standing and highly respected. Neither
ethical standards nor public sentiment would genetical their reduCtion
to subordinate or menial positions, and outright dismissal is out of the
question. A pension system is plainly the logical remedy for these
difficulties, and its effectiveness and economy in meeting them fur-
dish the chief test of its value. This essentially means in part that
a pension system may be an effective agency in peaking up security
of tenure at a point where it is highly unclesirab . The first legisla-

P. IL
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tion on teachers' pensions in Great Britain, that enacted fqr Scotland
in 1861, was directed specifically .to this end.'

Obviously, the plain limitations of the pension systems of the
Committees of Council in Great Britain' rendered them utterly
inadequate to satisfy any except the most pressing needs of the kind
in question, and of this fact the committees themselves were fully
conscious. The act of 1898 was a very great improvement, but, quite
apart from the exclusion of uncertificated teachers, it fell far short of
meeting the situation fully. This was because the pensions provided
were so inadequate in amount. The insufficiency of the pensions in
amount may be readily seen by consulting the provisions of the law
and also the annuity tables' in connection with the rates of contribu-
tion to th. deferred annuity fund.' This inadequacy of pensions of
course rendered the portion of the law which was essentially equivalent
to a provision for compulsory ret:renent more or less violative of
the obligation felt to rest upon the public. Accordingly, the pension
system as a whole could hardly be considered a satisfactory means of
diSposing of superannuated teachers. The emendatory act of 1012,'
passed after the original law ceased to apply to Scotland, doubled the
superannuation allowances, substantially unproved the disablement
allowances, and slightly increases' the annuities for men by a slight
increase in the annual contribution. Under the present provisions a
man who life--40 years, as
a certificated teacher will 'receive on retirement at the age of 65 a total
pension of approximately £78. The superannuation allowance will
be £40, the annuity about £38. Under the same conditions a woman
teacher's total pension will be tipproxiinately Z50., owing to the fact
that her annuity will be only about £19. The annuities .of teachers
retiring now are only small fractions of the amounts here given,' but
they are gradually increasing. Disablement allowances after service
as a certificated teacher of 25 years, let us say, will be L42i in the case
of men and .30 in the case of woinen. These pensions are of course
much more nearly adequate than those provided prior to 1912, but
they can hardly be considered proper proportions oftie better salaries
paid in England and Wales.' The new pension system of Scotland
must be acknowledged by all to be on the whole a satisfactorily
effective means of disposing of disabled and superannuated teachers.
Though uncertificated teachers-are excluded, this is -a much less
serious matter than in the case of the act of 1898, because of the
relatively small number .of such teachers in Scotland at the present
time. In 1911 the total number of such teachers in public schools

Bee pp. 51-62.
Bee Ch. II.
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had decreased to 1,182.1 In respect to the size of the pensians pro-
vided, the Scotch system compares very favorably with she best
systems elsewhere. The local systems described in the preceding
chapter are strong where the national system to which they are
complementary is weak. All classes of regular teachers are covered
by the local regulations, and provisions are made for adequate pen-
sions. The weakness of the. local system lies in the' provisions for
optional membership. All fdture teachers are not required to par-
lieipate. This obviously must interfere more or less with the effi-

44 cieney of any system in promoting the considerate removal of disabled
and aged teachers. In London membership is optional for teachers
in nonploVided schools, t he number of whom in 1911 was over 4,000'
In Newcastle-upon-Tyne all membership is optional, and only a
relatively small proportion of the teachers have identified themselves
with the system."

A second important way whereby a teachers' pensionCPem may
promote educational efficiency and economy is by increasing the
stability of the profession. In England, and even more in the United
States, members of the so-called teaching profession have been too
often like:birde of iissa.ge, entering the field with uncertain purpose,
circling about for a time gaining bizarre experiences, and then depart-
ing on the regular current of life. Any agency which promotes pro-
fessional stability in such countries should be welcomed. Pension
systems may.accomplish much in this direction. The individual who
has been working for a number of years i&a school system identified
with a good pension system will think twice before he enters another
calling. . He has partially earned a substantial annuity for his declin-
ing years, and he is growing older every year. If he leaves the pro-
fession he must relinquish moreor less of this advantage.. In short,
as a result of this motive, fewer individuals can be attracted away
from teaching when their services are beginning to be of .really pro-
fessional value. Moreover, the provision of pensions not only tends
to hold teachers in the profession after they have entered, but the
relative lowness of salaries caused by the pensions' tends to keep out
those who have no expectation of fulfilling the requirements for the
enjoyment of the retiring allowance. Again, pensions may increase
the stability of the profession by promoting security of tenure,
though one of their important functions is to promote just the opposite
thing in cases of inefficiency due to age and disability.' Teachers who
are year by year earning a competence for the evening of their days in
the form of a peyision have a vested interest which must be respected

Sus Return Showing (I) A Lig of Day Schools, eta, (II) Summarized ltatistka of Day School.. eta,
1910-11, p. 100.
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by all reasonable security of tenure. Legislative and administrative
authorities' must yield to the demand that teachers shall not be
deprived of these vested interests by removal from the service except
for good and sufficient cause. Reasonable security of tenure granted
by the public authorities, moreovv,.tends quite properly to result in
the correlated demand that teachers shall not leave the public service
of their own volition, but only for-cause with duo authoriiation. rn
France, Germany, and other' countries where security of tenure his
been conceded, this correlated obligation has also developed in fairly
definite form. Civil - service rules apply. Unauthorized withdrawal
from the profession is considered ,desertion and carries with it at least
the loss of all pension claims.

It is worthy of notice in this connection also that no only do
teachers' pensions promote the stabilityof,the profession, but the
latter also promotes the former. There is mutual reenforcement. A
degree of professional stability is essential not only to the success, but
to the value of a pension system. Without a degree of stability.
pensions would obviously he of little use. When the teaching body
becomes reasonably stable a substantial pension system may be
expected to appear, but not sooner: and as professional stability
increases, the pension system may be expected to become more
thoroughgoing in charaoifirr. Thus, pensions and stability recipro-
cally interact. with inutile strengthening effect.

The provisions of the State teachers' pension Laws of Englapd and-
Scotland which are promotive of the stability of the teaching profes-
sion are much less exacting than those of most. other laws, though the
local laws and regulations presented in the preceding chapters corre-
spond more nearly to common practice. Thus it will be observed
that, contrary to the general rule throughout Euroap, public-school
teachers in Great Britain are not required to remain in service till the
legal age of eligibility for the receipt of a regular retiring pension from
the State in order to systrrrtuch pension when they reach that age.
Neither are they requited to receive any official authorization to
retire in order o retain their pension rights. The provisions of the
laws are such at in most cases all other requirements may be filly
satisfied years efore the age of eligibility is attained. At any time
after they. are fulfilled a teacher may freely leave the service without
jeopardizing in the least his right to a State superannuation allowance
in due time. The nlrOwance is smaller, of course, in such cases. Mo le-
over, a teacher who leaves the profession before all the other condi-
tions are fulfilled is not obliged to lose all his vested interest in the.
pension system, 'as is the case in most other systems. This is true of

.both Stith and local systems. England and Wales' a teacher
retains his right to the full annuity which his contributions up to the
time of withdrawal have purchased. In Scotland and .14 ndon he
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may receive back the full ilinount of the retents, froiii his nominal
salary. It should he recognized that the contributions paid are but
a part of the teacher's legitimate vested interest, since the system is
not supported entirely by contributions. If no contributions what-
ever were required, the teacher would still have a vested interest, one
paid by invisible contributions made from his salary by the operation
of economic law. Claims to such vested interests are really equal in
validity to those for the return of visible contributions.

Despite these limitations there are forces operative in the State pen-
sion systems of Great 13ritaii.1which must definitely contribute to pro-
fessional stability there. In the first place, a teacher must render a
reasonable amount of service before 'he can secure a right to the
whole of the vested, interest he has perforce accumulated ; also he
must sacrifice the major portion of this interest if he withdraws before
rendering the required service; and, finally, there can be no doubt
that,,demands -and desires that the vested interests of teachers be
respected must have some effect, little though it may be, inelecreasing
the relative insecurity of tenure that has prevailed inGreat 'Britain.
As a matter _of fact, in view of .the practically complete lack of anE,
legal provision for security of tenure, it would seem that the provisions
in the pension laws promoting professional stability are sufficiently
exacting. It would doubtless be an-imposition upon what are con-
sidered individual riglitsto require continnoug service till prescribed
advtiticediage to gain eligibility to a pension or to require teachers who
leave the profession to lose everything in a country where the condi-
tions of tenure are uncertain. This is all suggestive for procedure in
Amerif,a, since conditions of tenare here are certainly no-better.

It will be observed that distinct pension funds administerbd as
separate uniI.s, into which all contributions are paid, are maintained
in connection with both the State teachers' pension systems in Great
Britain. In Scotland all pensions are paid entirely from this fund;
in England oilly'the deferred annuities. Similar funds are also main-
tained in.conifection with the general pension systems of English cities,
in which teachers participate. Such funds aro a' very4common fea-
ture of contributory pension systems elseidere, incluiling the United
States. The suporiorify of tilts plan over that of placing the financial

,administration of the pension system directly in the hands of the
State or city treasury is. hardly apparent. Particularly is this true
when it is recalled thatpension sy4tems for)iublic-school teachers are

p not intended to be self-supporting, but must receive aid from public
funds. The French plan, in which all contributions are paid directly
into the State treasury and all pensions directly from it out of regular
appropilations for the purpose, would seem to be simpler and equally
good, everytlipg considered. The financial ability and integrity of
the corporation ought to bs sufficient to meet the self-imposed
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obligations of the pensi6n laws, including the returr. of contributions
in whatever form in cases of withdrawal,from the service. The main-
tenance of the deferred annuity fund established by the pension law
of 1898 as an independent and entirely self-suppOrting affair is doubt-
less based more or less on the belief that the annuities resulting from
the contributions to this fund are the only part of the total pension of a
teacher for s.% hich he has, paid and in which he has a valid vested
interest. This belief the writer considers erroneous, as already
pointed out.'

egardless of the question concerning the advantage of inde-
pendent pension funds in connection with teachers' pension systems,
the organization and administration of the funds of this type in Great
Britain on actuarial principles and advice are especially commendable.
These feat uresliave been presented in earlier chapters.' As a result, of
this application of actuarial science the actual and periodically recom-
mended quantitative specifications of the annuity system in England
and Wales and of -the entire pension system aScotland are of distinct
suggestive value for those concerned in the administration of inde-
pendent pension funds in the United States and other countries. In
the United States at least the application of actuarial science and
advice in the management of such funds has been woefully neglected,
with undesirable and even disastrous consequences in certain quarters.

In the present pension systems of Great Britain the usual practice
of grading teachers' pensions according to length of service is con-
sistently followed. This is obviously correct and needs no special'
just ifieatlon. The other common practice of grading pensions accord-
ing to salary has not been followed, however, except in local'systema
and since 1912 in SCotland. The reasons for grading pensions accord-
ing to salary seem to the writer just as strongas those for gradation
according to service. '

If- pensions are not'dependent upon salary, they must ordinarily
be small; otherwise the pensions of many persons will exceed the
salaries previously drawnan intolerable state of affairs. Small pen-
sions, however, bear no proper relation the standard and expense
of living. those drawing the better salaries and occupying Or larger
and more dignified positions. It is unsafe tr) assume that they save a
greater prOportion of their salaries than others, since many of them
have families, and social pressure requires of them a standard of living
commensurate with their position. Such persons on retirement can
not abandon all semblance of their usual standard of living without
great hardship. Conseqtiently, there is bound to be great reluctance
to retire them in case of failing efficiency on a pension which would be
porfectladequate for the average grade teacher, let us say. More-

' .180 p. I Bee pp. 37, 14-0, /044, et, OS, (A 09..4
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over, the vested interest represented by a small pension has rela-
tively little influence in restraining the more capable and valuable
members of the profession from accepting inducements in other call-
ings. In short, the capacity of a pension system to promote educa-
tional efficiency and economy in the usual ways with respect to the
higher ranks of the profession requires that the pensions available
for the occupants of the better positions be an adequate proportion
of, their salaries. This means general gradation of pensions according
to salary. ---

From these considerations and the fact tha e salaries of certif-
icated teachers.in England and Wales range tween rather wide
limits,' it would seem that the recent introduction of the plan of
grading pensions according to salary in Scotland' could well be
repeated in England. One explanation that may be offered for the
failure of the act of 1898 to provide for the gradation of pensions
according to salary is the fact that salaries vary and fluctuate more
or less indiscriminately in Great Britain, as in the United States, and
consequently, in connection with the insecurity of tenure, teachers'
remuneration sometimes grows less rather than larger sith age and
service. In certain countries of continental Europe this could rarely
happen, since salaries are graded by law according to age and service.
There the teacher's salary at the end of service is a just basis for the
amount of pension, whereas in Great Britain or the United States
this would frequently not bo true. This difficulty is met in the new

'scheme in Scotland by grading the pension on the basis of the average
annual salary of the teacher throughout his entire period or periods
of ecorded sdkvice.1

American practice may well follow more largely than it does that
of Great Britain and other European countries in providing small
pensions to facilitate the retirement of teachers who become incapaci-

Opitated prematurely. For the promotion of educational efficiency,
these disability or disablement pensions are certainly just as service-
able as 'iegular superannuation allowances. 4..ike the latter they
should be gradedaccording to both ago and serAlce, and for the same
general reasons. In England and Wales disability pensions or dis-
ablement allowances, like superannuation allowanced, are graded, only
according to length of service. In Scotland under the new system and
in London and Newcastle they ankgraded on both bases. The disa-
bility pensions provided in Great Britain, as elsewhere, seen rela-
tively insufficient in amount to serve most effectively the purpose
for which they are intended, especially in view 6f the likelihood of

' *, early retirement, but of course they can not consistently be made to
.approach the size of regular pensions.. This is, apparently an tm-

laN P. 47. See p.
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avoidable weakness. Such pensions, however, even though they
must be small, amply justify themselves in relation to the others in

. any system.
The conditions and meth9ds controlling. actual retirement on a

pensioh are very important. The arbitrary retirement of teachers
at a given time determined by age, or by age and service together,
is wasteful. At best this time can be properly adapted only to the
so-called average or typical teacher'. Some tgachers of impaired
efficiency should be required to retire earlier on smaller pensions,
and others who retain their efficiency should be permitted and
even expected to continue in service longer. The retention of the
first class of teachers till an arbitrarily fixed time is obviously poor
economy., The arbitrary retirement of teachers still fairly efficient
is no less wasteful, for in such cases the public is required to bear
two burdens, salary and pension, when one would serve the pur-
pose just as well. The ideal plan is one in which the time of retire-
ment on a pension, subject to the fulfillment of reasonably low
minimum cosditionts of age and service, depends upon the decision
of a State board of retirement or other cetztral agency with power
to compel retirement or to require continuation of service, as the
public inte;est demands. No doubt there should be provision for
voluntary retirement after very long service, varying somewhat
with age perhaps, but no teacher still capable of efficient serhce
should be pensioned off automatically or otherwise so long as he
desiresto remain in the work. There should also be provision for
compelling withdrawal from the service on sufficient grounds before
eligibility to a pension has been attained. In countries where
teachers are State servants, subject to civil-service rules, this general
plan can readily be followed, and it is followed more or less fully
in France, Germany, and elsewhere; but in countries like Great
Britain and the United States where public-school teachers are
merely local employees and without legal security of tenure, it is
not feasible.' Local self-interest may be punted on to some extent
in the latter countries to occasion the retirement, through dismissal
if necessary, of disabled and superannuated teacbers who are eligible
to a pension, but local authorities can not retain in service efficient
teachers wishing to withdraw an pain of loss of pension rights or
by any other means. Nor is it desirable for central authorities
to require efficient teachers to remain' in service after minimum con-
ditions of age and service have been satisfied in countries where tenure
is not secure and tgachers arelhot State officers. In general, British
public-school teachers are compelled to retire at the age of 66 without

The reasoning here ls sound quite apart from the question of the pa eral waclorn of the plan of &chi
teachers under strict 0117044tV1011 regulations, concerning which Users le moat room for Citrons If
optnka. .

97742° 13 -4
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referents to length of service.' In England teachers of special
fitness may be allowed to continue in service for a further limited
time, and in Scotland retirement is optional after the age of 60.
Under the prevailing conditions the plans in both countries are good.
The supplementary requirement of retirement after a given amount
of service is not important. It would seem that the London lend
Scotch plans of retirement could be improved if the age of compul-
sory retirement were rendered a little flexible by a provision similar
to that in the English plan whereby teachers who have retained a high
degree of efficiency might be permitted to remain in service longer.
If such a provision did not result in improvement the writer would
consider the age of compulsory retirement too high, despite the
provision for voluntary retirement during the preceding five years.

It is worthy of notice Oat, in general, pensions for public-school
teachers in Great Britain have been provided through the agency
of State-wide systems, as in other important countries, whereas in
America many systems are only local affairs. Moreover, while local
systems in Great Britain are merely supplementary to the State sys-
tems, most of those in America are the only ones affecting the respec-
tive communities. American practice,may well follow that of Great
Britain in this respect. There is a distact advantage in having pen-
sion systems as wide as is feasible territorially. A teacher passing from
one place to another should not be obliged to forfeit claims he may
have acquired to a pension in the first position. The necessity of
such forfeiture tends to render the teaching body static and inert.
Teachers tend to become local fixtures. Reasonable mobility in
the profession is highly desirable, as well as reasonable stability.
Without mobility there are sure to be many square pegs in round
holes, and vice versa. The effect is the same, whether the local
pension system is contributory or noncontributory. The develop-
ment of systems covering large areas is the obvious remedy. The
State is the largest feasible unit in the Thiited States for the purposes
of pensioning public-school teachers, and local systems should be
replaced by State systeins,.. or rendered merely supplementary
thereto, as rapidly as the advancement of the pension movement
xorrante. The Nation would be a better unit were it not for the
weakness ot. the Federal Government in matters educational.
Wherever ft distinctly local system is maintained, whether con-
tributory or not, provision should be Made for adequate compensa-
tion for the loss of pension claims suffered by a teacher who chooses
to enter the service of another community: This should be done not
only in the interest of professional mobility, butbecause failure to make
sue} provision, places a community at a disadvantage. in competition
with others for the sorviC,es of desirable teachers for its schools.

Wit
ICI PP. 3; 42 ee, 64.
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The establishment of local pension systems for teachers supple-
mentary to State systems where the latter are inadequate, as has been
true in England, is of course a distinct advantage. This is quite a
different matter from the provision of loca pensions only, as in the
case of New York City, for example. Just as a purely local pension
system may well be considered better than none, so an adequate com-
pound system consisting of a local system supplementing a State
system may rightly be considered better than an inadequate State
system alone. This logic definitely applies to the few local supple-
mentary systems in England. By means of the local system of
London, for example, adequate pensions are now provided for all
regular teachers in the service of that city, certificated and uncertifi-
cated. More English communities might well follow the example of
the few.

The provision of the national insurance law of 1911 exempting
teachers included inone of the State pension systems from compulsory
health insurance 'is directly in line with provisions of the similar laivs
previously enacted in the German Empire and in France.' Aside
from any influence of precedent, the chief reasons for this exemption
were probably the facts that the teachers affected were already paying
much larger contributions than the insurance law requires for a form
of State insurance and that the purposes of the health insurance were
partially covered by the' disablement pensions to which the teachers
were entitled under the pension regulations. Their status as a partly
professional body no doubt had some influence also. On the whole
the exemption seems quite, corrOct.

Finally, attention may be called to the almost complete absence of
pensions fbr the widows and orphans of public-school teachers in
Great Britain, in harmony with conditions in the United States, and
in contrast with those in the leading countries of continental Europe.
For over a century a State pension fund for pensioning the wid4ws
and orphans of certain public-school teachers' has been in existence
inScotlarid. For a long time all parish and burgh schoolmasters were
required to contribute to this fund, but since 1872 membership in the
fund has been optional except for those who were then contributors.'
The fund has long be& 'on the decline and is now becoming extinct.'
Also some provision is made for teachers' widows and orphans by the
benevolent and orphan fund of the National Union of Teachers,' but
it is negligible when the whole field of possibilities is considered.

!Bee pp. 46,60. .

'Bee Bulletin of the 1./. S. Bureau of Luber, No. 91 (Nov., 1910), pp. 967, .951; No. 96 (Sept., 1911), pp.
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.

No doubt it is very desirable to supplement teachers' pensions by
Pensions for teachets' families, but the matter is of considerably less
importance in Great Britain and the United States than in continental
Europb, because the teaching bodies in the former countries are com-
posed much 'more largely of women and are much ttiore largely celi-
bate in character. Moreover, pensions for *idows and orphans have
less potency for promoting educational efficiency and economy than
pensions for teachers. So far as teachers with families are cdncerned,
the former pensions are doubtless just as effective as the latter in
promoting professional stability, perhaps more so; but in the matter
of facilitating the retirement of incapacitated and superannuated
teachers, pensions for widows and children are plainly of compara;-
tively small importance.
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